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8,029 eligible vote-s, 1,209 students
voted.
For the Evening Session Student
Government, 83 of 3,927 eligible stu-
dents voted.
Bechu has stated that his goal for
DSSG is to help students participate
on campus. The new vice president
is also seeking better elevator serv-
ice, extended library hours and an
extension of the hours of the DSSG
office, located on the 15t h floor of the
360 Park Avenue South building.
Some students questioned whether
Henry and his party were capable of
imptoving DSSG, 'and if they even
. knew anything about safeguarding a
government office. "DSSG cannot go
to every student at Baruch College.
The students have to come to DSSG
-if they want to address an .issue,'"
responded Henry.
Bechu will be working closely with
the president. He was nominated
because of his qualifications and due
to his being a close colleague of
Henry, having helped the STAR
party to an overwhelming victory
last spring.
September 17t h, the day when
Henry arid Bechu contacted and
interviewed students who expressed
interest in participating in student
government. Mer the interviews, 17
of the 20 seats have been filled, with
-the lower council (made up of fresh-
men and sophomores) being c~m­
plete and the upper council (juniors
and seniors) needing three more stu-
dents.
. By nearly filling the student coun-
cil, the Students Together Achieve
Reform party has come through on
their election promise to achieve
reform of low student interest and
participation in school affairs. "We
are trying to establish an environ-
ment where everyone can have the
opportumty to participate," said
Henry. .
Inlast May's student elections, the
STAR party defeated the Bringing
-Every Student Together by a land-
slide. Henry received 717 votes;
Morales 744; Anthon Grant (treasur-
er) 711; .and 'Simone DeSuze (secre-
tary) 718. Best party candidates
received about 400 votes each. Ofthe
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~ •.:~:••>. Wynter· said, "[Our
,$i~;· goal is] to achieve a
.. better synthesis
between what business
students want to con-
tribute and what liber-







project of 16 pages
with a print run of 500
copies in June 1979, to
-the most current issue
consisting of 96 pages
and a print run of over
7,500 copies. This
.. ··inerease in- production
was made possible by .
20th anniversary Dollars & $ence . grants from The
. Professor Wynter pointed out that Reuter Foundation and The Baruch
the cover ofthe -May 199-S--issue for College Fund. -----
the first time reads, "Dollars & Since the first issue the magazine
$ense' Baruch College Review. of
Business and' Society." Previous
By Vinoud Sookhdeo and
Amanda Nelson
In an eerie reminder of last year's
disarray at Day Session Student
Government, a candidate elected by
the DSSG council has replaced the
student elected vice president of
DSSG. Two weeks into the semester,
Omar Morales resigned from his
position to become a council member
and was replaced by Druvesh V.
Bechu, an active student who was
supposed to be part of the Upper
Council.
When asked why he would leave
his position, Morales responded: "I
feel I can contribute more of my
knowledge being on the council than
being the vice president." DSSG
President Lennox Henry declined to
discuss the reason for the resigna-
tion, stating that it was a "personal"
matter.
Unlike last year's student govern-
ment, however, and past student
governments as well, this year's
DSSG has nearly filled its twenty
council seats. There were only four
council positions filled before
Student Government Escapes Disarray
VP Resigns but Replaced : 17 of 20 Council Seats Filled
Dollars & $ense Holds Open House
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By Bryan Fleck _
Dollars & Sense, coming off of its
20th anniversary issue, held an open
house on September 24 for students
interested in working for the maga-
zine as writers, editors and graphic
artists. The Baruch College's' annu-
al student-produced business and
society magazine brings together
creative students who are interested
. in the publishing world. One possi-
ble theme for the magazine dis-
cussed at the meeting was the· busi-
ness-'ore-ntertainment. --~------
Editor-in-chief Brett Wilder, along
with editol i~l advis-or Professor
Leon Wynter and art advisor
Professor Terry Berkowitz, articulat-
ed what they hoped to achieve with
the coming issue. "1 see Dollars &
$ense broadening its focus to official-
ly include stories about society and
culture," said Wynter. "At the same
time I see the magazine sharpening
its focus .on.business stories."
A more comprehensive meeting
will take place October 1. The meet-
ing will be held at 360 Park Avenue-
South, room 1150 during club hours.
Possible story ideas will be discussed
. at that.--time,--and all interested stu-
dents are welcome to attend.continued on page 2






·The Zicklins reacted positively:
"We are honored to be among you,"
they said. They stated that. their
efforts were mainly to "ensure that
Baruch remains a vital resource."
Larry Zicklin believes he owes
Baruch College for all it has provid-
ed him. "Baruch helped me gain
confidence· and I became more ambi-
tious," he said: "I began to dream
dreams that I wouldn't have earlier."
There is no education
without arts and sci-
ences
ed to Baruch College largely because
they felt they owed recognition to
Baruch for what. the college did for
._.~. them and because Baruch is a sym-
-- bolof high- standards and quality
education.
J
A series of speakers followed
.' Cronholm. Anne A. Paolucci,
Chairwoman of the CUNY Board of
Trustees, referred to this event as a
"celebration of Baruch and its histo-
ry," and "a celebration of the success
story of the donors, Weissman and
Zicklin."
'Herman Badillo, Vice-Chairman of
the CUNY. Board of Trustees, spoke
.... to .. the group on behalf of Mayor
Rudolph W. Giuliani. According to
Badillo, the Mayor was unable to
attend because of a previous engage-
ment but sent a letter expressing his
gratitude to both the Weissm·ans and
Zicklins and wishing future success
to Baruch College. -
Irwin Engelman, President of The
Baruch College Fund and graduate
of the Class of 1955, referred to
Baruch College as the "Jewel of the
CUNY System."
Keynote speaker Sidney Harman,
Chairman and CEO qj- Harman
International Industries, Inc., class
of 1939, addressed how essential
and crucial the arts are in business.
He maintained that "an ethically-
based business is the foundation for
a healthy society."
Students also paid tribute to the
generous donors. Eva Fognell, a lib-
eral arts major with a 3.97 GPA and
the recipient of tbe Belle Zeller
Scholarship, expressed her apprecia- .
tion to the Weissmans. "There is no
education without arts and sci-
ences," she said.
."This is the greatest honor one can
hope . -·for,~ George· -Weiss-man
resporided. "To us, the arts and sci-
ences are fundamental in the way
we do our business and most impor-
tant in the way we live .our present
lives."
Andrew Puzzio, a finance major at
Baruch, thanked the Zicklins for all
their efforts as he exclaimed: "Thank
you and follow the Zicklin example!"
Find Out For Yourself
To learn more about the world's pre-
mier retirement organization, talk to one
of our retirement planning experts at
1 800 842-2776. Or better still, speak to
one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.
world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of your financial goals.
From tax-deferred annuities and I RAs to
mutual funds, you'll find the flexibility
and choice you need, backed by a proven
history of performance, remarkably low
expens~s, and peerless commitm~nt to
personal service.
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Larry Zicklin ('57) reads the honorary degree citation for Jack
Nash.·('53) at .graduation ceremony
programs and faculty support. Last the "Zicklin School of Business;"
February, the CUNY Board of The ceremony began with welcom-
Trustees officially approved re-nam- ing remarks from Baruch Interim
ing Baruch's School of Liberal Arts President Lois S. Cronholm.
and Sciences to "The Mildred and Cronholm .expressed her apprecia-
George Weissman School ofArts and tion on behalf of Baruch College to
Sciences," and in March approved the Weissmans and the Zicklins.
renaming the School of Business to The Weissmans and Zicklins donat-
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
Ensuring the future
for tbose who shaPe it.g,
W he n it comes to planning a comfort-able future, America's best and
brightest turn to the expert: TlAA-CREF.
With over $230 billion in assets under
management, we're the world's largest
retirem~ht system, the nation's leader in
customer satisfaction, e and the overwhelm-
ing choice of people in education, research,
and related fields.
Expertise You Can Count On
For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro-
duced intelligent solutions to America's long-
term planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the very concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact,
we manage the largest st~ck account in the
~OALBAR. Inc .. 199i IkJiirN ConlribuJimr F..xa/kna Ra/u,!Jo'. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. ~REF c~nifit:atesand interests
in the TIM Real E6ute Account are distributed by TIAA-CREF IndividwJ and Institution&! Services. For m~ complete information. indue!·













gave a $10. million gift to Baruch
College's .Schocl of Liberal Arts and
Sciences last December. Larry and
Carol Zicklin, also CUNY graduates,
made a generous donation of $18
million earlier this year. Their .gifts
will be used to improve and create
new programs here at Baruch, such
as a full-time MBA program and
also to create scholarships for stu-
dents, fund career developmental
, ..
Baruch College HoldsCeremony for Generous Donors
. . .





. Members of faculty, the City
University of New York Board of
Trustees, and students and friends
.ofBaruch College came 'together at
Mason Hall in the 23rd street build-
ing on September 17 to celebrate the
dedication of the Mildred and
George Weissman School ofArts and
Sciences and the Zicklin School of
Business.
George and Mildred Weissman,
both graduates of New York City's
public higher education system,
.•,
~~.-...
My ultimate goal. for
the students is [for
them] to find the work
-they love.
Chase had very specific job opportuni-
ties which were noted in the program
ofevents, yet many students had little
or no idea ofthese specifics. Christine
Clancy of Citibank was impressed by
the students qualifications and c~m­
munication skills, but found many
students who "didn't have an exact
knowledge of what they wanted."
A workshop will be held on October
8 from 6-8 PM. Resumes will be col-








Patricia Imbimbo, director of CDC,
was pleased with the high turnout of
students. "My ultimate goal for the
students is [for them] to find the work
they love," she said. Imbimbo
explained that students were more
prepared this time because of the
workshop programs implemented
over the past two years. These work-
shops teach students the basics in get-
ting a job, such as wearing proper
attire, writing a resume and prepar-
There is suchan ing for a job interview.
Many company representatives were
improvement ofcom- . -impressed with the students. ''There
munieations skills just''." is such an improvement of communi-
cation skills just from this year com-
from tlJ,is year com- pared to last _[year}," said Sam
pared to Last [year] Ojofeiting, a representative from Avis. ing begins November 16, lasting until
Such compliments were echoed by December 11. Some of the companies
Ambassador Peggy Blackford of the that will be featured include Bristol-
US Department of State. "I was very Myers, Deloitte & Touche; IBM,
impressed with the large turnout and Microsoft, Morgan-Stanley, Philip
the professionalism of the students." Morris, and Salomon Smith Barney.
Imbimbo noted the importance of Future events include the Internship
Career Day for the participants. For Fair on February 19, and the Spring
seniors and recent graduates she said, ·99 Career Day on April 29.
"it is a valuable chance to obtain a For some students just getting a job
job," and for non-seniors, it's a good took top priority. Steve Ng, a senior
opportunity for "preparation and - majoring in accounting, said, "whoev-
practice." er will hire you is the company you
One of the most frequent complaints work for." Senior James Revell, also
by the representatives about many an accounting major, has submitted
students was the lack of specific 22 resumes. Mr. Revell summed up
career focus. "Few students [have] an his thoughts on Career Day like this:
idea of what they want," said Alicia "Ask mea month from now if I have a
Davis, a representative of Chase job." That will be the ultimate test of
Manhattan Bank. Sh~_.-Stated__that_ .. Career.Day,
By Bryan Fleck
Students in business attire occupied
nearly half of the seventh floor hall-
way in the 25th street building at the
Fall 1998 Career Day on September
24. The event was, sponsored by the
Career Development Center.
Recent graduates and currently
enrolled students circulated the floor
to submit resumes and be interviewed
by prospective employers. There were
representatives from 57 companies,
ranging from Merill Lynch and IBM
to Toys "R" US and the National
Basketball Association. Other compa-
nies taking part included Chase
Manhattan Bank, Citibank, Philip
Morris and Salomon Smith Barney.
In addition, Arthur Andersen,
Deloitte & Touche, and Ernest &
Young, three of the big-five accounting
firms, occupied the CDC on the eighth
floor. Although more than half of the
companies accepted resumes from all
majors, there were nv specific oppor-
tunities for nori-business majors.
Corporate presentations were also
given bv the United States
. .
Department .of State; PaineWebber,
High Turnout at Fall '98 Career Day
Back Cover
Front Cover
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Marcy Roe·
Acting Director of Student Activities
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time."
Why IS this the case? It could be
that due to rismg college costs, .less
availability of grant aid, increased
eligibility for federal loans SInce
1992 and a larger proportion ofolder
and independent students who have <,
little to no family financial help has
made for a marked mcrease m bor-
rowing, resulting in difficulties with
're-payment. Another factor is that
starting salaries have just recently
caught up from the wage stabiliza-
tion that began with the early 1990's
recession:
A combination of factors, of course,
coupled with the fact that America
in general has become a nation deep
in personal debt.
A separate study by Nellie Mae
found undergrad credit card bal-
ances average nearly $2000. The
original study found that this moun-
tain of debt for some students may
have deeper effects: In 1997, 22 per-'
cent of borrowers felt that their col-
lege education debt was causing
them to delay starting families (up
from 12 percent in 1991), and 40-
percent felt their ·debt was causing
them to delay purchasing a home
(up from 25 percent in 1991). When'
·taken to account that more than half
of .all.college students use loans to
help finance their education, these
numbers become even more signifi-
cant to society at large.
All of that said and done, a major-
ity of undergiaduate borrowers -
more than three quarters
responded that student loans ware a
"very" or "extremely" important fac-
tor in giving them access to higher
education. Of both four-year private
and public college borrowers, the
vast majority (76 percent) felt that
their education was an investment
and the debt was worth it for per-
sonal growth. A slightly smaller
majority felt it was worth it for
career opportunities.
The law of supply and demand is in
effect as always, so don't expect
tuition rates or loan interest rates to
go down soon.
continued from front
has gone through a number of
changes. In May 1982, the maga-
zine first began to use computers. In
1989 the cover was reformatted and
made larger. The one constant for
Bernstein has been that the ideas
come from the students.
Dollars & $ense has won many
gold and silver crown awards at the
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association. In addition, many stu-
dent articles have been reprinted by
various publications. "This maga-
zine provides the students with a
place to get published," said
Bernstein.
The popularity of Dollars & $ense
can be seen both inside and outside
of the Baruch community. Professor
Christopher Hallowell, faculty advi-
sor to the Dollars & $ense Inside/Out
section, explained that the magazine
is read by Baruch'alumni who work
in various business fields. The
alumni often pass the magazine on
to others 1fitn:e .industry.







A new study released on
September 21 reveals what many
students today already know:
Student loans can be crushing.
Nellie Mae, one of the largest
providers of student loans In the
nation, conducted the National
Student Loan Survey; which includ-
ed responses from 1,098 undergrad-
uate, graduate, vocational and pro-
fessional student loan borrowers
who began repaying their loans
between January 1993 and July
1996. According to the survey,
almost 25 percent of all former
undergraduates at private four-year
college and 18 percent of former
undergraduates at public four-year
schools have current yearly salaries
that are less than their student loan
debt levels. That makes a good por-
tion of former students who are now
simply working to payoff their stu-
dent loans, and often not even get-
ting the task done.
Not the future they had in mind as
young freshmen, no doubt.
Still the survey showed that most
of the respondents felt that it was
worth it to borrow money for a good
coll~ge education. With that good
college education comes the poten-
tial for higher salaries. The survey
mainly took into account students
who had just graduated and would
be working at relatively low-paying
jobs. Nevertheless, the numbers do
appear daunting. More than half of
private four-year college undergrad-
uate borrowers and nearly the same
percentage of, public four-year
undergraduate borrowers indicated
a substantial burden due to student
loan debt. The greatest strain is
reportedly being felt by art and
music students who have debt levels
too high for their starting salaries to
support
Lawrence O'Toole, president and
CEO Nellie Mae, commented, "While
most students are able to repay their
loans successfully without signifi-'
cant impact on their lifestyle, that
number is getting smaller over
TICKER~ NEWS SEPTEMBER 30,1998
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. Supplements come in all shapes and sizes.
increase performance and boost lean ics. I take it along with creatine,
body mass, you need a high concen- and I feel less pain the next day
tration of creatine that you can't get after a workout. I can do 4Oo-pound
by just eating some meats. You leg presses, and still won't feel pain
would have to eat 10 po. ds of raw the next day while walking down
steak a day for five days to load your the stairs ofBaruch when the damn
body with enough Creatine. elevators are stuck. But that's
Not g 0 n n a hap pen ! another story.
Creatine is pretty cheap. It costs You'll never get enough protein
$49 for one month's worth, and it is from eating food. If you work out,
definitely paying off. EAS you need a whole lot more. Whey
(Experimental Applications Science) protein supplements provide you
put out the best creatine on the with the amount you need. You can
market. Phosphagen HP - High also buy pre-made Pure Pro, which
Performance Creatine Transport provides 40 grams of protein for
System, really works. EAS is every serving, and you don't have to
known for producing the best sup- mix it yourself.
plements. You can gain 10 pounds A balanced diet of protein and car-
of muscle in less than two weeks bohydrates is best. If we don't have
and you can increase your bench carbohydrates in our body, it will
press by 25 pounds in 10 days as burn to protein for the energy it
well. It is my choice for getting needs. The protein will therefore
diesel, but it doesn't work for every- not be used to build muscle and we
one. would have done all that work for
"I took it for three weeks and did not nothing. Eating food high in carbo-
feel a change at all," says Mike Rubino, hydrates will energize us for the
a regular at Powerhouse Gym in the workout. Protein will build muscle
Bronx. "When I stopped, I still lift- from a hard workout, and creatine
ed the same and still felt the same," will help you get bigger and
he continues. " I moved to whey pro- . stronger than ever before.
tein. I think I've gotten bigger from Supplements are great for a body
that." builder. Some don't work for every-
Protein: While creatine has bodyand some may not be healthy
made .me feel more pumped than for particular people. 'But if your
ever, protein is definitely a great physician gives you the OK, go for
way to go. We all need protein. It is it. Experiment and see which works
in the various- fooas you eat. It gives - for you. --€-ompanies- that -pr00uce -~- --
your body energy and repairs mus- supplements may vary and you may
cle after intense workouts. You can find one product works better than
take all the creatine in the world, another. I may discuss other sup-
but without protein you will never plements in the future, but for now,
build.muscle. you know enough to get started on
'Whey protein is the first-choice your-journey to-dieselnesg-;~-So--get------ --
supplement among the sport fanat- pumped, and I'll see you at the gym.






ing 1 of voice
(women should-net
take this at all),
the major side
effect comes from
the hole in your JY'
pocket that occurs b.
from buying it.
"You have to take
like six a day,"
says Chris Kotz, a
for mer
androstenedione
user. "I t lasts'
. about ten days and ~:.
then you have to .'
buy another one f:: :-,:,<:.~;~;~,
($50 for 60 ~~ :~:jj1M
tablets). I got big ~~:
real fast, but I









ment on the mar-
ket. Many sports stars agree: crea-
tine is the hottest complement out
there.
Imagine sitting in the gym and
you can barely lift 150 to 200
pounds on the bench press. After
taking creatine, you can lift that
weight with ease. You want to do
more. Your brain says no, but your
body screams for more. You find
yourself benching 175-225 pounds,
ignoring your mind and only paying
attention to the surge of strength in
your body. You hardly feel as much
pain as before and you feel yourself
getting bigger. with every rep.
Finally, you drop your weights, let
out a loud shout as sweat pours
down your body, and your chest feels
tighter than ever. You're curling
more, benching more, running
faster and jumping higher. A month
of creatine and you step on the
scale. Not only has working out
dropped some of the excess fat on
your body, but you've gained 15
pounds of rock-hard muscle.
That's what happened to me. I
was 150 pounds at the beginning of
June. I am now 173 pounds, my
muscles are fuller looking and I'm
bulkier than before. I also feel more
energized and less fatigued after a
workout. In fact, after a workout I
cangn to class and not fall asleep.
That is -a major-accomplishment for
me.
What is creatine? Creatine is nat-
urally made in our bodies to supply
energy to our muscles. It is manu-
factured in the liver. The best
source of creatine is found in animal
muscle, such ~~ m~~!s and ~~h-=-_To
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It was the biggest race in baseball
history. The battle between Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa toward
the single-season home run record
has taken center stage. Their
achievements have caused many to
wonder: Where should the credit go?
To the athletes, or the supplements
they take?
I really don't care what they use to
get bulkier and hit more home-runs.
If you can get a legal edge on your
opponents, then by all means use it.
I take supplements regularly to
help me get bigger and stronger. We
can all be like .Big Mac and
Slammin' Sosa -we may never hit 70
home runs in a season, but we can
be built like them.
Many of us work out and some of
us are- happy with the results. But
others want to' see more. We can
look to these home run kings as
inspiration. Body building supple-
ments aren't only for sports stars.
We can take them, too, but we have
to decide if they are safe for us.
Always consult your physician
before taking something that could·
be harmful to your body. If your
physician has no problem with it,
then neither should you.
Supplements are vitaIIlinS, rnirrer-
als, herbs and amino acids that com-
plement our diet of the various foods
we eat. They make up for deficien-
cies your body may have, they pro-
vide nutrients that are not fully
supplied by the body or the foods we
eat, and they add to our body by giv-
ing a positive effect on muscle
metabolism and performance. This
means we can lift more, and do so
many more times.
Supplements are not steroids.
They are not regulated by the gov-
ernment and they are legal. You can
buy them in health stores and, if
they are used correctly and careful-
ly, you'll be happy with the results.
Here are a few of the supplements
and explanations on how they work:
Androstenedione: It has been
banned by the NFL and in the
Olympics. You won't be able to get it
at GNC, but androstenedione is tak-
ing the world by storm. It mayor
may not be raspcnsible for Mark
McGwire rewrrtirig the history
books. Still, GNC, the NFL and the
Olympics want no part of it, because
they are unsure of its safety.
Androstendione is only one step
away from actual testosterone pro-
duction. We produce it in our bod-
ies, so it is natural. When taken,
the liver converts it to the hormone
testosterone. Testosterone helps
build muscle at a rapid pac.e .and
with the increased level of this hor-
mone produced by taking andros-
tendione muscle growth can double'
or triple.
It may not be safe. Testosterone is
dangerous to increase with a sup-
plement. It is probably the closest
thing to a steroid, which means it is
~---- -::-- -






WE ARE THE BROTHERS OF
MONEY MAKING XI ALPHA CHAPTER
PI-II BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY INC
THE BUILDING BLOCKS TO A BRIGHT FUTURE IN
BRO}'HERHOOD, SCHOLARSHII? AND SERVICE
_;: ----/----C-_~-~
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IF YOU HAVE SOMETHLNG YOU CAN DONATE (FOOD,







INVITES YOU TO COLLABORATE WITH US TO HELP THE
CARIBBEAN PEOPLE TO OVERCOME THE CRISIS






mention offer code 59915
Sign up and get 100 FREE minutes.
Call I 800 654-0471,
-
AT.T
It's all within your r e a ch,"
--
or vrsrt vvww.att.com/college/np.html
Live off campus? For great rates on your direct
TICKER NEWS SEPTEM~ER30, 1998
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dialed, state-to-state calls from home, sign up for
the AT&T One Rate" plan that's t-ight tor you.
With the AT&T One Rate" Plus Plan, calls
across the U.S. are just IO¢ a minute, 24 hours
a day, And the plan's just $4.95 a month. Or
choose the AT&T One Rate" Off Peak Plan,
and your calls are IO¢ a minute from 7pm -7am
Mon.- Fn. and all weekend long. 25¢ a minute
all other times. And there's no monthly fee!'
Choose an AT&T One Rate" plan. It's time well spent
Get 100 FREE minutes of AT&T Long Distance,'
r'1
Call anywhere in the U.S. for just l0ct a minute.
<Terms and conditions apply Free minutes of domestic direct-dialed long distance
calls will be credited against qualifying usage on yous first full monthly bill. Unused
minutes cannot be carried over. Offer expires I 0/ I 5/98. Offer based on choice of
AT&T One Rate Plus or AT&T One Rate OfT Peak Plan. These plans are subject
to billing availability In-state rates vary. $3 monthly rmrurnum usage applies to One
Rate Off Peak Plan. © 1998 AT&T
...,.
Do you like to write? Do
you like to know the story
behind the story? Then let
out the investigative
reporter inside of you.
Join us now!
If you are interested in
writing for the feature
section, contact Bianca




company shows how powerful word
of mouth can be when combined with
the Web. Information is
power, and services such as Hotmail
make communicating easier than
ever.
So, to get the word out quickly,
cheaply and efficiently and to keep
intouch with your constituents as
well as the political world around
you, take a hint from leading nation-
al organizations and put Web com-
munication tools to work for your
next campaign.
To be continued... --
Fortunately, the business sector
has been in high gear for some time
getting all of their systems ready for
the millennium. But local and feder-
al governments are lagging behind
Following a September 9 release of a
report card on Y2K progress of the
federal-government, Representative
Stephen HOFn (R-California),
Chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Government
Management, Information and
Technology stated: "Overall, the
executive branch of the Federal
Government has earned a D on the
Y2K report card. This is an improve-
ment from the F earned on the June
report card." Horn continued., "We
should be cautious, however, about
using the word improvement in the
context of a D grade. As a former
professor, I have seen students flunk
out of college by earning too many
Ds. This is not a grade you take
home to your parents; and it is defi-
nitely not a grade to take' back to the
voters and taxpay
Where does that leave us? "Based
on current projections," Horn said,
"more than one-third of the govern-
ment's mission critical systems will
not be ready on time." Many govern-
ment agencies do not estimate hav-
ing their systems fixed until well
after the year 2000 - they plan to
simply fix any problems as' they
arise.
With the government still not up to
speed and some experts predicting
massive cash withdrawals from
banks in the six months prior to
January 2000, the actual computer
glitches may be the least of our wor-
ries, but for next time the question
at hand is: Will Baruch be ready?
First and foremost, you can pick
your own account name instead of
an assigned name from your school's
computer Why settle for
j_doe@someserver someuniversity.ed
when you can be tree*saver@hot-
'1 ?mau.com
Second, it's important that your e-
mail travel with you, regardless of
where you go. Thanks to its innova-
tive Web-based design, you can read
youre-mail (or send it) from any PC
WIth a Web connection, whether it's
in the cafeteria on campus or back
home in Peoria, all without the trou-
ble of downloading or installing soft-
ware.
Finally, it's important to keep up
with the news going on around you
If you want to keep tabs on a larger
organization or write a summary of
your party's latest political state-
ment, you need to keep track of the
news.
Thanks to Hotrnails WebCourier
service, you can get the latest head-
lines delivered to your inbox - for
free.
Hotmail touts over 22 million
members worldwide and adds more
than 100,000 users a day. According
to research, many of the members
are college students. Such a large
online membership for such a young
eight hours a day, five days a week to
the task, it would take one person 13
years to look at all the code, it would
take 13 people a year and 156 people
could do it in a month.
Many companies don't have the
luxury of hiring dozens of program-
mers to sit at computers all day long,
looking through lines of code. And
even after looking through all the
code there is no guarantee that is a
system will still be "Y2K proof." A
report by Casper Jones, Chairman of
Software Productivity Research,
Inc., states: "Because the year 2000
problem has not yet occurred, there
is-no current way of being sure
exactly how many year 2000 prob-
lems will remain uri-repaired at the
end of the century, and what kinds of
damages might result." His .studies
found that at best about 95 percent
of two-digit dates are fixed when a
system is checked for Y2K compli-
ance, but then of the 95 percent
fixed, about 10 percent of those fixes
would be "bad" and insert a new
error into the code. Upon inspection,
about 70 percent of those "bad fixes"
would be found and corrected, giving
a total efficiency level about 94 per-
cent. That seems effective, but if the
remaining bad dates can still cause
major damage, it's not effective
enough.
What's at stake? Take for example
the fire department of the city of
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. A report
from the House Subcommittee on
Government Management,
Information and Technology states
that the city of Baton Rouge tested
their fire truck's water pumps and
found that they were year 2000 com-
pliant but "to their dismay, it turned
out that the mechanisms operating
their ladders will not work without
Y2K repairs." Small issues turn up
where least expected and can have
serIOUS consequences.
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Because the year 2000
proble n has not yet
occured; there is no
current way ofbeing
sure exactly how many
year 2000 problems
will remain unre-
paired at the end of
the century.
cause of impending problems now,
for as we approach the end the cen-
tury the figure "00," for 2000, comes
into play and many systems do not
know whether "00" means 1900,
2000 or computer speak for end of
operation. In the eighties, when
memory and storage became cheap-
er, there didn't seem to be any moti-
vation to fix this problem and the
repercussions have only been recent-
ly realized. Though most newer PCs
are safe, many companies and indi-
viduals use old software which still
relies on double-digit dates.
The problem is vast. The banking
industry, the insurance industry, the
airline industry, the telecommunica-.
tions industry and many more sec-
tors are all affected.
Those who follow social issues will
likewise be intrigued by Amnesty
International's strong online pres-
ence VIsitors to its Web site
(http /Iw\\"w.amnesty org/) can elec-
tronically sign up people who have
expressed t hei r support for the
Un iversal Declaration of Human
Rights
But an online campaign doesn't
need an enormous budget or a flashy
\Veb siteto be successful. In fact.
thanks to user-friendly e-mail serv-
ices, it's possible to run an entire
campaign for student government or
a social cause from your dorm room.
To jump into the social online
arena, you need the right equip-
ment. This doesn't necessarily mean
outfitting a traditi-onal campaign
office with staff and expensive hard-
ware and software. Instead it's as
easy as setting up a single e-mail
account to act as your "base camp,"
and contacting
people who share your ideas.
If you don't already have a person-
al e-mail account, you may want to
check out Hotmail's free Web-based
e-mail service. Though Hotmail is
free, don't think for a second that it
will leave you short of innovative
features. In fact, it's rich in capabili-
ties - and easy to use.
Conservative estimates of the
national cost to repair the Y2K bug
are at $300 to $600 billion.
Programmers around the globe are
scrambling to get systems fixed in
time and "many will still not be
ready Money and time are con-
sumed by the fact to fix any given
system means looking through hun-
dreds' thousands, millions, even bil-
lions of lines of code (the language of
a program or operating system) to
find all references to dates and fix
them If a company had one billion
lines of code to go over, and devoted
Y2K: The Digital 'Time Boomb
8
By Hasani Gittens and Jon
Minners
Picture this scenario: It's
December 31 1999, and a merciful
professor has given you an extra
extension on a term paper that was
due last week. You are finally get-
ting it done in the Baruch
Computing and Technology Center.
The only soul there besides yourself
is a not too happy guard. It's near
midnight (yes, I predict longer oper-
ating hours in the future). As every-
one else in Eastern Standard Time
counts down from ten, you sit there
trying to fmd the "J" key, then all of
a sudden, ZAP! The computer goes
down, the lights go out, and you and
all ofyour data are up the proverbial
creek without a paddle.
Could this happen? Perhaps. For
the past few years prophecies of a
digital doomsday have become loud-
er and more frequent as we get clos-
er to January 1, 20t10. On that day,
computers and computer-operated
systems may shut down, "blink",
perform a virtual time travel to
1900, do nothing at all, or ... who
knows? This is known as the "Year
2000 Bug," commonly referred to as
the Y2K problem.
The problem has its roots in the
early era of computing when
machines wiftr one tenth the power
of today's average desktop computer
took up entire rooms. The software
was equally expansive and expen-
sive, so minimizing the amount of
storage space and memory usage
was deemed important. Computer
operations rely upon a great deal of.
date calculations, so cutting dates in
half from four digits to two was a
quick and easy \vay to increase effi-
cle~ Thus, 1979 becomes simply
79, 1980 becomes 80 and so on
Good idea, rrght? Wrong ThIS
seemingly simple solution is the
(CP\Yire Features) - Sept 2L
1998 - While many people think of
e-rn a i I as a personal com muruca-
tions medium, IrS also catching on
as a valuable tool in the political
anra
From student-body elections to
human-rights campaigns, e-mail
provides the perfect communications
m edi um It gets the word out quick-
ly. efficiently and cheaply. E-mail IS
also Ideal for bringing people togeth-
er at the drop of a hat in response to
current events Because of its ubiq-
uity, free Web-based e-mail is a pow-
erful resource to have. You can
access your e-mail anywhere, and
you don't need to own a computer to
be an active force in an online
campaign
Many large organizations have
leveraged the power of the World
Wide Web and e-mail to promote
t he i r causes and' line up support.
Greenpeace, a well-known organiza-
tion working to prevent environmen-
tal abuse, maintains an online
Activist Network mailing list.
People who sign up at the organiza-
tion's Web site (http://www.green-
peaceusa.org/) receive e-mail bul-
letins, which give t.hern an .opportu-
nity to react quickly to cntical
environmental issues.
E-Mail isn't just for writing home anymore
E-Mail means E-ActivisTIl
- l-.(__
UP, ,':t' ....... '$
continued on next page
----,~---~ ------
in To be Mayor of New York of 1960s
and '70s New York social programs,
"Blackmail was implicit in the for-
.mula the Lindsay team worked out-
- We'll pay you not to riot."
When black nationalist-movements
arose in Northern cities in the first
secrets of Afrocentrism
.',1 is that only promiscu-
ous" irresponsible
.thugs qualify as "posi-,
tive black male role




of fascism, and that Mussolini and
Hitler were merely able imitators.
Garvey treated his enemies badly,
and his friends worse. And wherev-
er the "Black Moses" went, folks
wound up dead. Black folks. The
same was true of Noble Drew Ali
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Black Muslims" and the "New Black
Panthers," names resonating with
history.
Cut off from the rich Southern soil
of the black churches, many urban
migrants tripped on the cracks in
the cement, yielding to temptations
for which cities have always been
notorious. ,New "gods" tended to
these flocks. Some were relativel
Black love, unity and brotherhod at the-Million Youth March
benign influences, but others found-
ed movements based on hatred and
racial genocide, though they caused
many more black than white deaths.
Young Noble Drew Ali (1891-1916)·
founded the .Moorish Science
Temple, and was murdered by his
own followers in a power struggle.
The following year, Jamaican
immigrant Marcus Garvey (1887-"
1940), known for the Back-to-Africa
movement he led, founded the
Universal Negro Improvement
Association (UNIA).... ' Garvey was
later convicted of mail fraud, and
deported back to Jamaica. ,
In 1930, Wallace Fardiounded the
Black Muslims in Detroit. After
Fard's "disappearance" in 1933, his
friend, the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad (1897-1975) took over,
and moved the group now known as
the Nation of Islam to Chicago. Fard
used to preach that he would provide
free passage to Mecca to any man
who killed a white "devil."
Atypical of the lot, Garvey founded
positive institutions (the UNIA,
Black Cross nurse service, Liberty
Halls) and was not necessarily guilty
of the charges made by American
black leaders that resulted in his
conviction. Note too that Garvey
refused to take one cent of white
folks' money. He took seriously the
notion, popularized in America by
Booker T .- Washington, of self-
reliance. Nevertheless, Garvey was
a violent, twisted, hate-filled man
who insisted that he was the father




Don't blink. There is no right to riot.
In racist, Afrocentric screeds in,
these pages on September 2 and 16,
"Bro. Maasi Mujahid Afrika" and
"historian" David Hamilton Golland
suggested that such a right obtains.
"Historian" Golland (a "white man"
who wishes he were black) spiced his
ism WI anti- emitism. To bor-
row from the late Mary McCarthy,
every word in Golland's tract was a
lie, including "and" and "the."
Khalid Abdul Muhammad and his
lieutenants Malik Zulu Shabazz and
Erica Ford wanted desperately to
incite a riot in Harlem on September
By Nicholas Stix
"'When' Rudy is wrong,
he's wrong, and when
.he's right, he's even
more wrong. You see,
Rudy's white. End of
.t "S orv.:
5th, wanted to send young black
men to their deaths, and wanted to
see Harlem burn. Not that they was
staying around for the action.
Rogues like Muhammad and Co.
never do.
Since the march, we have heard
black civilians and politicians alike
(many of whom supported the
Mayor, when it was in their interest
to do so) excoriate Rudy Giuliani for
the "police riot" on the 5th. That riot
left no "Million Youth March" partic-
ipants dead, and only one injured, as
opposed to fifteen cops injured.
Truly, this was all Giuliani's fault.
Decried as a racist .bully in the
absence of a riot, logic dictates that
he would have been cheered as' a 0
hero, had a bloody riot broken out.
Ah, but logic has been ruled inad-
missible. When Rudy is wrong, he's
wrong, and when he's right, he's
even more wrong. You see, Rudy's
white. End of story.
Rudymania. A "Rudy" mystique is
growing. Americans have tired of
socialism, Democrats full of empa-
thy for those who are not victims,
but victimizers, and of Republicans
who increasingly resemble their sup-
-posed opponents. The oddest thing
about Rudymania, however., is that
its most enthusiastic proponents are
the man's would-be enemies _. the
journalists who compare him to
Hitler, and the wannabe media
types who echo the journalists.
. New Gods of the City. In the weeks
leading up to the march,
Muhammad presented. himself as'
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All work except printing is done by
Baruch undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents. All typed and signed contributions
and letters, accompanied by a disk, are
welcome, and should be mailed to the
above address (or E-mail address).
Our office is open during regular school
~ours. Any display or advertising ques-
tions should be directed to the
Advertising Manager or Managing Editor
at the above address.
,. --
CUNY?
While you're getting your degree
double parked on Park Avenu~
South, take a minute to really think
about what's going on.
STUDENT QUOTE:
"The service at Baruch is
alright, SOMETIMES." .
EDITOR'S NOTE:
. We are trying very hard to
Improve this publication.
However, we need your feed-
back to make sure that we are
headed in the right direction.
Even more so, we need your
help. The TIcker is looking for
dedicated .staff members who
are willing to help us attain our
goals of irirorming ihe-BW~h
community and developing
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should not wait until the last
minute.
Anticipate difficulties' and use fore-
sight to avoid tight spots, We all
have our own individual struggles
but science holds that only the
strong survive. The fact that you are
here is testimony to your strength .
There are many services available
to us as students if we only seek
them out. Unfortunately, there are
no neon signs flashing "get help
here." Often -enough, we have to do
a little legwork on our own to take
advantage of all that this school has
to offer. If we do not utilize what we
do have available to us it's a safe bet
that it will not be available to us for
much longer. Pataki is holding back
on us now, but remember, this an
election year.
The Questiml is: Once this is all-




There has been a whirlwind of controversy concerning
Baruch's raising of standards. Som.e people praise the plan,
and "say it will lift Baruch's status to the level of a top notch
Institutton. Critics. of the policy say that- it is nothing more
than a political rrtove by the city that will unfairly deny col-
lege adm.ission to kids who are unprepared for the' rigors of
college.
While both sides on the issue have good points, there is
nothing,wrong in Baruch raising it's standards. This Isnot to
say that Baruch should turn itself into an elitist institution
that only accepts> t.he cream of the crop. However, Baruch
_does not have to be the safety net for students "Who cannot
gain admission to quality higher. education institutions.'
Those ,- students carr go to the other CUNY schools. There is






world, if they want to be wined and dined by recruiters, they
have to realize that it comes at a price. The mission of
Baruch's School of Business is to offer accessibility with
~xcell.ence.Le!'s not forget the excellence part. If the admin-
Istr'at.ion of thIS college has the perseverance to continue on
their missi~n of raising academic standards across the
board; we WIll all reap the rewards in the future.
The
Quote -ofthe Fortnight
"The only real Wa~.tO~erentiateyourself from the
competttion IS through service."
- Jonathan Tisch
Once upon a time, a television com-
mercial employed the slogan:' "An
educated consumer is our best cus-
tomer." Baruchians, this is an adage
we all need to take to heart. We
need to aggressively assess our envi-
roment and either adapt to it or
make it adapt to us.
Truth be told, a lot of us still insist
on having someone hold our harid
without condsidering whether or not
the situation merits it. If college is
an abstract of the real world and we
keep up this course of action, we are
doomed once our time here is done.
No one is going to walk you through
your own life, and life does believe in .
corporal punishmen t.
The time has come for marry of us
to take a pro-active stance in our
, academic destiny. Along the way, if
you need it, do not hesitate to get










Indrvidual« who are heanng lr1pa,red and wtS" to requeSt
an interpreter must contact ETS at least four weeks prior to The Forum
CUBA
GOODING, JR.
THIS FRIDA~ THE END Is ]UST THE BEGINNING .
·Attend workshops and diSCUSSIons of
various graduate disciplines
·Obtain catalogs. applications. and financial aid information
Registration begins at 8:00 a.m. - Workshops begin at 8:30 a.m. Graduate school exhibits
open from 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. '
Graduate Record Exarmnanons
Admission $5.00 or bring this ad and get in FREE! ~
For more information. call 1-609-771-7670 or
check out our Web site at www.gre.org
Sponsored by the GRE Board and the Ccuncil of Graduate Srnools E,DUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE ETS GRADUATE
RECORD EXAI':'IINATIONS and GRE are registered trademarks of Educatlo"al Testing Service The modernized ITS fogo IS
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Call Capt. Franklin for more information
1-877-674-"6153 in the NY area.
\\ -\ IZ I ;\; I () I I I <. f R
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of bemg
a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (DeS) IS where you'll get the chance to prove you'vegot what it takes
to lead a life full ofexcitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyonecan say











bar-codethe President's office SIr,
the President's office.
No more will we be able to look for-
w~rd to your International trips. No
more will we be
heartened by your exemplary ora-
tion amongst your peers, for we shall
always be anxious for you. Never
again will you be able to answer
unrehearsed questions from Chinese
students without setting a nation
full of hearts aflutter with panic.
Your embarrassment will become
ours sir. Your anxiety will turn into
a national disorder sit. Only your
periodic 'vacations' will. quell our
fears. But that too only momentarily
sir, for there will always be a coun-
try waiting to be run, and thanks to





form your duties in the White
-House. "That woman" was being
paid by us to perform her duties In
the- White House (while adorning
her resume with references I would
kill for). And it was on our time, with
our money, and in our House that
you chose to play doctor-doctor!
No sir, no matter how hard I try to
grant you humanly qualrties. 'no
rnatter how hard I try to be fashion-
able by not caring less, I still can't
help being insulted by your arro-
gance and your dismissal of our
hopes and trust. Because I care sir! I
care about your sex life if its being'
enacted on my time and in my
house. I care if a Government
employee abuses the privileges and
premises of his of fice. Again sir, if it
were a mistress outside of the White
House, I honestly wouldn't care less.
But this time sir you've gone too far.
I shudder thinking about the press-
ing duties which you must have neg-
lected while reverting an expensive
part of your attention toward your
paid, wide-eyed, barely-twenty-one
toy. Tch sir! Tch! And Tch!
Now what is left for us to do sir,
but to suffer the incessant re-runs of
Wag The Dog on PayPer-View. To
avert our eyes. from the TV screen
while the Sudanese brandish plac-
ards which r~i~ule you, and in turn,
ridicule the O(hce as synonymous
and representative ofAmerica as the
DO'N'T COME BACK MR.PRESIDEN'r
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By Altaf Tyrewala have personally placarded and
planted myself in Kenneth's path,
Hello Mr. President.'. I saw your broadcasting my support for you.
address to the nation on that fateful After all sir, a man's gotta do, what
Monday evening. Thank-you very a man's gotta do.
much for that clarification. No doubt But sir, "that woman" was out of
sir, you are a brave man. But sir, I bounds for you. You might declare in
have some burning questions which your best baritone voice that she was
cannot wait till you return from your "fully twenty one," but sir, I being of
'vacation.' Simple questions from a a similar age feel compelled to tell
simple man sir, 'as the high-browed you that under ,no circumstances can
journalistic conversations that have "fully" precede "twenty one."
\.
been fueled by your antics, are quite "Barely" sir, "barely" is the right
out of my intellectual understanding word. Here was an employee, starry-
and personal inclination. eyed and barely-2 1, and there you
First of all sir, I must take this were, employer, more than twice her
opportunity to congratulate you for age, and blessed with the greatest
the job you've been doing as a aphrodisiac of the world- power. And
President. Ever since you took office, you' chose to use it on her? Her?'
things have only gotten better What happened sir, did the comfort
nationally and internationally. You of the White House make you too
are a great leader sir. Clap. And slothful to prey fairly, ordid a bare-
clap. ly-21 year old cater to your incestual
But sir, you will agree that a great fantasies. Please excuse my crude-
leader is also to be a fair-minded ness sir, for I am a simple man with
sportsman. No doubt your capacity simple questions.
to bear criticism has been amply I must inform you sir, that if I were
proven since that fateful Monday to ever seduce a subordinate, con-
when you were forced to spill the------sensuality not -hearing, I would be
beans. But still sir, you're no sports- fired right away. No questions asked
man. In fact I'd even dare to say, in sir. After all, the imbalance between
these permissive President-damning the employeremployeelboss-subordi-
times, that you're one lazy, lousy nate relationship is common know1-
player. After all sir, we're not talk- edge, or isn't it sir?
ing about a similarly aged mistress Also sir, you were elected and
In some landlocked Southern state. placed in the White House by us.
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Well. I hope you enjoyed the trip to
Asia. From now on do yourself a
favor and drag. yourself from the
TELL LIE Vision and pick up a
book. The majority of the brainwash-
ing on the boob tube is directed
toward you, the Afrikan. If you
wouldn't know any better you would
think that the entire black popula-
tion was just a bunch of comedians
and rap stars. But we know better
than that, don't we? (Wink, Wink")
See you next time and if you kiddies
are good enough, I might just take
you on another tour. Peace ...
HAILfoprof. Ivan VariSertima.
This Afrikan-Guyanese scholar
is a master of Afrikan- -studies,
linguistics and Anthropology.
tial arts. yet the evidence of the
African origin' cannot be ignored."
The oldest weapons of womankind:
the spear. mace. and sword, all have
their origin ~n Afrika, the oldest civ-
ilization in the world. The ancient
Khern ites (Egyptians) also special-
ized in unarmed combat. They stud-
ied the m ove me nt.s of animals and
used them for self defense. Ancient
Chemist m urals illustrated the va r i-
ous techniques they used. Their
African sys.te ru s also stat.e s that all
. things have an opposi.te. Theil"
schools of thought preceded the
Chinese Ying and Yang. I -Ching and
Chi concepts by thousands of years.
Krishna and Buddha of India: Black
Gods ofAsia..
This essay by John G. Jackson dis-
cusses the original physical inter-
preta tioris of these two Black Gods
and has drawn parallels to their
Iives and that of Jesus Christ. He
also offered many pictures that were
fascinating. I have just some here so
you can take a look see.
African Presence in Ea'rly Asia
and seen the inside of Mandelas
prison cell. i even went on a guided
tour to the continent ofAsia and the
best part of it was that it was all
expenses paid. Thank you sweet
J "esus ..
This Grand Masterpiece IS the
exquisite work of editors Ivan Van
Sertima and Runoko Rashidi. These
w ere the fine gentleman who took
me and showed me Asia (from an
African perspective of course.) They
personally compiled various essays
from scholarly journals. essays and
books to put together this book. It is
chock full of photographs and bibli-
ography for those who may want to
do some further research. The fol-
lowing is just a quick peek into some
of what is discussed and document-
ed.
around all 'the tourist spots. i went to
all the FREE concerts in Central
and 'Prospect Park. i went to the
museum and the botanical garden. i
took long strolls. i sat down without
worrying about the time. i took deep
breaths. i watched the birds sing. ~
sat on park benches and crossed mv
legs. i uncrossed and recrossed them
again. i engaged in conversations
with strangers and strange people.
One conversation i had was with a
lady on the B12. i was an my way to
relaxing somewhere when we fell
into the subject of the names of var-
Dalits: The Black U ntouchahIes
Qf India
One of the best kept secrets of
today is the fact that India has the
largest black population outside of
Africa. The nUlTI bel' of 1nd i as black
inhabitants are more ,than the entire'
population of Europe. How did they
- get there in the first place you may
ask. Well. it goes like this ya '11. ..
The QRIGINAL'NAPPY HEADED In the essays by Runoko Rashidi and
AFRiKAN: BUDDHA V.T. Rajshekar they highlighted the
• 0 • fact that thev were manv Cushite
IOUS schools. She mentioned that (Ethi . ). ~l . h ~h '\'iopian co ornes t roug out .""1.SIa
most of the names of these schools d th t .. _0\ • I di "f", an a . Ancient n Ia was .'""'\. rica s
were named after p rornme n t " , - 1 d.' D' h hi d
Afrik 'd" h i xiid ' Asra n heart an . urrng t e trur
.'""'\. 11 ans. _""\. mrttmg t at 1 1 not 'II . B' C bl k d
k
h: h ' d m i e nruum . '.. ac men an
cnow t IS S e quizze me on some '
I D
'd ' k h _ '1 d women erected the powerful Indus
p eop e. 1 1 "now WOn' e gar \~ 11 . C' .'I' . F . h 0
E M CI dB h P I
-a ev ivihzation. oroverat ou-
verso 1 arv ou et une. or au - .
R
.b v ? 0\' - d 11' sand veal'S black rule flour-ished.
o eson was. .'""'\.S 1 answere a In - . .
h
. h I k d h T'hev ruled unt.il thev were Invaded
t e negative. -s e c uc e er tongue t.,; - , . - • '~
d i . 1 Sh h d ov aggressive l ndo-European tribes .
Isapprovlng y. e t en peere - ", _
. hId id ··v These nomarne Aryan people con-
over er g asses an sal. 1 oung ~ . .t, :
I d
. hi k i b hi h . quered most of northern India \\ hilea y 1 t In' It s a out ig time yo . . .. .
o • If h - Iibrarv ." destroying the Indus Civilization
gi t vo se to t e nearest I rarv.· ,
'.' ~ d i d d i h ht i v and renamed the region Aryavarta4""'\.n In ee 1 t oug t It was. .:. . or Arvan Land. Thev established a
The next day. as 1 slowlv took a iaid - t t t'h t c d th. _ ~ , . rIgI cas e svs em a lorce e
walk to my neighborhood library, _I . it bl k- I t' t th b t. . major: .v ac " popu a IOn a e 0-
thought how 1 have spent all these t f- thi t Th 1, am a IS .svs em. ese peop e
vears In schools and not once has 11 d th .. ~ t h bles th
v ca e e' un ouc a es or l:
any attempt been made -to educate D Iit ff f dail d d.- ants sutter rom auv egra a-
rne on who my proper role. models. ~ 0 • - ~"
h ld b
. h h -h' dd tron. ph) steal as w ell as sexual
s ou, e. 1 t oug t t at ,It was? abuse.
that 1 could walk bv entire mstrtu- It . 1 tl th t th D lit. - . IS on v recen V a e a 1
tions everyday and not recognize I ti '-h b - t h
~ ~ popu a IOn ave eguno researc
that thev bore the names of fallen th '\f ik t d h '
,v • ' ell' .'""'\. r i "an ances rv an ave
Afnkan heroes. \\' hat a shame... d d ft t' 0 ith ilit. . respon e 0 en rmes WI mi 1 an-
I entered the library and headed Th I k t d . e-. . _. cv. ev 00 - up 0 an prals
straIght for the InformatIOn desk. ..of·k v h . 1 d' "1 I 1. .""\. rI -an eroes Inc u Ing .:.v a co m
DemandIng to know where the X ..... T I '1 dId h en. .' ..: . -'.~e son 1~ an e a an ave ev
AfrIkan studIes sectIOns was located. -c d th D l't P th ft t-h" lorllle e aI- an ers a er e
1 was gentlv Informed bv a bespeck- BI k P th Pt' th l- 't d'..~ ~ ac - an er ar v In e i ni e
led. h~_r_ana~ that. there was no States. '
Afnkan studIes sectIOn. Instead. the Af . R t .
-n. rlcan 00 s In
books were colored coded .on the A' M t" I A t
b . f b' S' fj d . h h' Sian ar la r saSlS 0 su Ject. atIs Ie WIt IS I h'I' d' I .. h t., _. n 1 In 1 yl S essay e asser s,
answer, 1 pohtely thanked him and "Th tJ.' I" t fAfr° ted- ,-. e mar a ar s 0 lca presen
made mv wav to the book stands. t th 1d th 1d t -c f. ~ -. 0 e wor e 0 es lorms 0 com-
SInce that fateful day. 1 have been to b t t t th I b l' -f'd f d .rf 1 I a , con rarv 0 e popu ar e Iea WI e array 0 won e u paces. . v - •
W
' h . h . that ASIa produced the first warnor
It nlY own eves 1 ave Wlt- . .- , ., . SCIences. For years ChIna has been
nessedthe student upnslngs In d't -d '-th th b' th 1- f. . cre 1 e WI ' e 11' pace 0 lllar-
~oweto. drawn water from the NIle,
By Sergy Tabuteau
Although a good job was done
on this statue to distort theim-
age all i have to say is:
Peep the hair ya'll !!
feel guilty.
This summer i did things that i
never had time,to do before. i "redis-
covered" New York. i went poking.
A~S an Afrikan born in America and
a direct descendant of the Haitian
nation, i have an express duty to
educate myself; that is to re-educate
myself in this countrv called
America. As an' Afrikan born into
this country called the united states
. i must prepare or have some sort of
mechanism to defend myself from
the daily onslaught of the Afrikari
mind and image. i must be acutelv
awa~e that these institutions called
"schools" and "universities" are
nothing but brainwashing centers
for the Afrikan. i must realize that
what they call "education" has noth-
ing to do with me or my people. The
fact that George Washington
chopped down a cherry tree. that
Clinton is sleeping with Monica, or
that the London Bridge is falling
down, has nothing to do with the
inevitable Afrikan revolution. What
goes up must come down. Babylon
\\TILL fall and i pray to the .Most
High everyday that i will live to see
it happen. However. as m v bodv- -
continues to linger on this planet i
am trying my best to deal with this
nightmare that will only end w he n i
return to my ancestors. So it is for
this reason that i did exactly what i
did over the vacation.
This past summer i succeeded in
d.oing something that was totally for-
eign to me. i did something that i
thought only white people or the
black beaugorsie were allowed to do.
I t's a new concept that i discovered.
I ts something that i would always
.think about but would never dare to
do. It's a great new thing called
REL-\XING. At the risk of sounding
like a lazy. shiftless Negro i would
like to admit that this is what i did
for the ENTIRE summer. That's
right. DA.wIN IT! i didn't work. i did-
nt go to schooL i barely lifted a fin-
ger and i would like to announce
that i ENJOYED EVERY
MINUTE OF IT. In fact, i was so



















• DEEPAVALI CELEBRATION @ SEAPORT
• TEMPLE TOUR •
• DEEPAVALI LUNCHEON •
• 'SEVA' PROJECT·





Corn e and be a part of the largest international forum dedicated to inform and enlighten
students about the Hindu culture. Join us this semester at :
To make the successful tyansition between school and the business
world, you need the :
Society for Human Resources Management
The Society For Human Resources Management encourages
its members to develop an understanding of the rapidly
changing field of Human Resource Management ( HRM ) through
interaction with HR professionals, <and through exposure to
information on developments in HRM.
-The Society also ur-ges its members to get involved in
activities that improve Baruch College, as well as the outside
community. The mission of the Society therefore, is to' help its
members become well-rounded and more marketable
candidates for employment.
Get a head start on )lOur:--eareer.
Join the.Soctety for Human Resource Management.





went full steam ahead with the roll-
ThE! company is aiming
for sales of300,000
units for the first six
months in Japan
desktop publishing sectors, was on
the verge of collapse just a little over
a year ago. The company, having
been struggling to meet demand for
its products, was competing with
Apple licensed clone manufacturers
and was struggling fmancially, after
losing millions of dollars. It took sev-
eral steps to.bring the company back
to stability.
The biggest step was taken on
August 6, 1997 at the Macworld
Boston expo. Apple's co-founder,
Quicken, announced that it would
make available for the Macintosh
the newest versions of its products.
The company had indicated earlier
this year- that it would cease devel-
opment of software for the Mac..
The company whose products were
loved by the education, home, and
Steve Jobs, who has taken the role of
interim CEO, announced a historic
deal with Microsoft CEO Bill Gates.
Microsoft announced that it would
develop and ship future versions of
its Office productivity suite, Internet
Explorer, and other tools for the Mac
platform. Apple would bundle
Microsoft's Internet Explorer brows-
er with the Mac operating system,
and collaborate with Microsoft on
the Java language. Apple and
Microsoft -also agreed toia. .broad
patent cross licensing agreement,
and more importantly, Microsoft
would invest $150 million in Apple
to show its commitment to the
Maciiitosh platform. ~ ~
This deal spurred renewed interest
in ~ple and gave the company the
necessary financial backing to devel-
op .- '~nnovative new products.




. developers. Intuit, maker ofthe pop-
Starbucks (SBUX) agreed to work
with Philip Morris' (MO) Krafts
Foods.unit to speed the penetration
of Starbucks products into super-
markets across the United States.
,
GUARANTEED APPROVAL
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INSTANT CREDIT
-
I want Credit Cards immediately.
~CRA, PO Box 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321
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.-The> \rall Stree.( Journal Inte-ractive Edition is only valid when subscribing
through-a professor a~ part of (he Journal-In-Education prograrn.
Want VISA & Masterf.ard Credit Cards?
For more information see a
business school professor or call:
1-516-873-5376/1-212-885-5700
,,~:~t.6' Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
~~ Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!
no credit • bad credit • no Income?
If You Think You
can't Get ACredit
Card, Think Again.
( .... /) ; .\ __ I \ I'
Subscribe to
TIle Wall StreetJournal
and Get.Access to the
Journal's Interactive Edition






















M P C, SUITE·391
2045 Mt. Zion Rd
MORROW, GA 30260
SKi NEW ENGLAND
• KllUngton - Kmlngtof'. VT
• Mount Snow - Wilmington. VT
• Smugglers· NotC1'\ - SmuggterS-~otch. VT -
• Stowe Mountain - Stowe. VT
• Sugarbush - Warren. VT
-
Pring Break '99
Cancun Mazatlan or Jamaica FrOm
_ $399





Wednesday, October 14th, 1998
t2:tS-l:45 PM
Room 1200':' 360' Park Avenue South
(Sandwiches &. Drinks Served)
BEY
mer'
SKI NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY
• Gore Mountain - North Creek. NY
• Greek Peak - Binghamton. NY
• Hunter Mt. - Hunter. NY
• Mountain Creek - Vernon. N.J
• Ski Windham - Windham. NY TourGuides Wanted
-
The Weissman Center for International Business
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MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Kodak Spring Break '99trips
HIGHEST COMMISSION -LOWEST PRICES
NO COST TO YOU
----...~-......~
Travel FREE including food drink&non-stop parties!! !
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1998 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS "TOP PRODUCER"
1-800-222-4432
Springbreak Cancun, Florida~ Etc.
Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book Early and Save !!
Earn money-Free Trips!
Campus Reps/Organiiations Wanted
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013 www.icpt.com
Seized cars from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys. BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. T911 Free 1-800-218-9100
"ExrA--3194TO( current listings. -
RENT-A-SKI & SNOWBOARD SKI VACATIONS
TICKER BUSINESS~
BARUCH COLLEGE - THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ALL MAJORS
Dr. Marie Manca
The Weissman Center for International Business
Baruch College - The City University ofNew York
360 Park Avenue South, Room 1339
Tel.: (212) 802-6730 Fax: (212) 802-6742
THE WEISSMAN CENTER FOR
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
-- INTERNSHIPS WITH INTERNATIONAL -





To apply, fill out an application and bring your resume to:
TRADER POSITION
-
Rapidly growing privately held NASD trading
fum seeking world class trader with BSIBA,
~fBA.or Ph.D. from top schools globally.~the
rum is committed to recruiting and retaining
highly qualified individuals to become aggres-
sive, serious, smart, professional traders. __
Followlng a tradition of dedication to money
making candidates will be a member of a new
breed of hard edgerisk managers. Sponsored
Series 7. Compensation based on profitability,





225 Post Avenue • Westbury, Xew York 115lJO • Tel: l516) JJJ # OJSJ "~', -- ~< ':::', ,~.- . - - .,' ". ,,_', 1 ~
FuJJSe.le~jpn.QLthe r92_Narne,~JY!2~_ Seasonal Ski and Snowboard leases
8a9!6 Balls, Groves, Shoes ~Accesso~res Top Nom,e..Ski'EqiifPme"r:
f;~~~~r-~~-~-~~-,?~.~.. . frDm $59..99
,UMBRELLA. GOLF • GOLF • IMAveL.
'RAWLINGS' BALLS I GLOVES I COVERS I .----------------,
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must tell their brokers that they
work in the securities market, and ./
they must hold stocks for at least 60
days. In addition, Mr. Donovan fol-
lows the trades that analysts or
traders have done for their private
stock accounts. This way, analysts
who plan to upgrade the rating they
give to a security would not be able
to purchase the stock and profit
from the stock's higher price.
In firms that have an investment
banking division, the Chinese wall
is also under the supervision of the
compliance officer. "The Chinese
wall is a manner in which a firm
separates its trading, research, and
support staff from its banking," Mr.
Donovan explains. ·~f the traders
would know information that the
bankers possess they can take
advantage over it, and that would be
unfair."
There are other ways to verify that
information did -not leak from one
department to the other. "Everyday
I go over the trade-run of the previ-
ous day, and look for anything that
may raise questions," says Mr.
Donovan. "For example, a price
which is out of line compared with
other trades at that time, or discrep-
ancies ~ stock's names."
. A point that Mr. Donovan wanted




,to stress is the fact that the duty to
maintain the firm's adherence to
regulations does not start at the
compliance officer. "All registered
personnel have to attend continuing
education classes given by the firm
and by the NASD," he says. That is
in addition to the exams employees
take in order to become certified to
trade or sell stocks in the securities
market. These exams include the
series 7, series 63, as well as others.
Past experience indicates that
whether the market is sky rocketing
or plunging there will always be
those who want to make easy money.
Individuals who are found guilty in
dishonest trading are subject to
punishments that begin with fines,
. suspension, and could end up with
barring the individual from the
securities market alltogether. In
extreme cases it can even end in
imprisonment.
When asked his opinion about
unethical behavior in the securities
industry, Mr. Donovan replied: "It
pays to work in -this business, _~h~
would someone do something [ille-
gal] like that?"




If the traders would
know information that
the bankers possess
they can take advan-
tage over it, and that
would be unfair
By Shai Tzach ,
For those who are new to the secu-
rities market, reading the Wall
Street Journal article "NASD
Disciplines Firms and Individuals"
may find it a mystifying experience.
In these articles, which are pub-
lished on a regular basis, the,
Journal summarizes the actions that
the Securities and # Exchange
Commission and the National
Association of Securities Dealers
take against brokers and traders
who do not follow the rules and reg-
ulations as established by these
agencies.
The variety of charges is amazing
in its scope. It includes charges as
severe as using insider information
to make trading decisions, failing to
disclose material risks to investors,
or filing inaccurate financial
reports. It even includes charges of
filling a trader's position with an
unregistered person; and technical
issues such as reporting trades later
then 90 seconds after the trade was
done.
Still, in what may seem a chaotic
atmosphere, there are islands of
sanity in the form of compliance offi-
cers. One such officer is John
Donovan, deputy general counsel
and director of compliance at
Wasserstein Perella Securities, Inc.
According to Mr. Donovan, he is
responsible for the firm's adhering to
the rules and regulations as they are
dictated by the SEC and NASD.
Though it may sound simple and
easy, in actuality, Mr. Donovan's
work is quite complex. It requires a
great deal of attention to details and
strict discipline to follow the rules.
Mr. Donovan started his career as
a lawyer. He first completed a
finance program in Baruch College.'
and later graduated in 1971 with a
law degree from St. Johns
University. He worked for twenty
years in several 'different firms.
First as a lawyer, then as a con-
troller, and later as a compliance
officer. He arrived at WPS .in June of
1992.
Mr. Donovan's position is that the
most basic rule that a compliance
officer must instill in the firm is to
prevent the use of non-public infor-
mation in an unethical manner. In
_ order to do that, firm employees
must report to Mr. Donovan on bro-
kerage accounts they own, they
TICKER BUSINESS SEPTEMBER 30, 1998
patibles.
These steps taken by Apple seem to
have paid off. The company is once
again profitable and shows no signs
of giving up the fight. The question
will be whether this is a one time
event or whether Apple can continue








In the United States, the number of
residents without health insuranee..
rose .5% to 16.1% or43.4 million pe0-
ple. Additionally the proportion of
poor full time workers without
health insurance fell to 49.2~()· from




Long ~erm Capital, a high flying
secretive hedge fund that at one
point was managing approximately
$4 billion for investors, announced
continued from page 17
out of new high-speed Mac systems
dubbed G3s, since they were based
on a new high-speed chip, the G3,
from Motorola and IBM. These
machines used standard architec-
ture and components borrowed from
Intel compatibles in order to drive
down prices and increase perform-
ance and product availability, long
one of Apple's biggest problems. The
company refreshed its highly-
praised PowerBook line of laptop
computers and vowed to meet
demand for the products. It also
ended its licensing of the Mac archi-
tecture to clone makers and closed
its Newton handheld operation.
N ow one of its biggest successes,
the i Mac is a- Macintosh g-eared-
directly at the home and first time
useF market.-Pr-ieedat $l,299-with-a
built in monitor, it is well-equipped
to compete with low cost Intel com-
\
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This [market] is wild
stuff. This has nothing
to do with Clinton,
though some will use
Clinton as an excuse
liken this' period to the early 70's
when the "Nifty Fifty," an unofficial
group of fifty stocks attracted all the
money in the market. Investors bid
these stocks up to great heights and
dumped the stocks of the broader
market for no fundamental reason.
Then, the "Nifty Fifty" came crash-
ing down and moved in line with the
smaller stock indexes. It was a bru-
tal bear market that featured the
Dow losing 45 percent of its value.
Does anyone hear a bitter bear
growling in the distance?
bs
-~










Is The cBear·Coming Out Of Hibernation?
Actually, It Has Been Growling For Some Ttr-e
\
By Dov Gertzulin ~~~1~1~~~~. . .~~Thi;::S(~:'~~~/Sto~: ::
teor~~~~~h:. :g~e,tth.':as.::u~~~:.;:::..: :::.:~.::::!. ~.:.:.~! .~... . ..·..v.·.·.·.·...;.· :.:.. :.1::'.:.: :.:.[ " ~;., ,: " ; .. ;. :;;»~.cc·-;;-:totonn,asthan()~gehxcussoe~~RowilIss·aUysSe .
. .. Dow :.::';::::::.:::.::;;:;: ,.
come ?ut of hibernation, but peo-:;:);~ :: . : : r ~ ~ :: Indust. :WNNNHWNN;"It has to do with slowing of cor-
pIe still tell themselves that the:.:.:.:J .:: :. . : : L ~. .. k ..~ ~ : 1... :"' j L ~;;;~¥~~t~;porate earnings growth and the
market is going up. And in truth, :;=;';'J .: : . : ;. ,~: V \: : : :. j[ \,'::::::':::::::::'::i::\!isorder in the 'financial systems
the market still may go up, but:.':.':.:.:...::.'.: .[.: . j : ~: :~ /: ~ : ' (. ~: ::::~Gf:::::,:,:i::::ih:, . " .'. '.. ,: . : :, '~~:.~:.:.:':':.'':'~~:.:.:.:.~ of the emergrng markets.
what is really rising is only a few:::t::: . ) ~ y ·.i ~r; -: ..: :.. ·~~1~~;;~;: To be sure, there are still some
stocks, the market is declining. :':::::'~ ~ .: .:::: Russell:, ·.::::~~~~::::::::::::~~·:::':::steadfast bulls on WaD Street.
Believe it or not, as otti it 1 ~ ~. . .~: ~ ;: ~ ~ 2~:: {fuf::DD;~~~~~One of them the media- hyped
September t4th, 'the ·average'~;:;';.-:r............. ········~···············r .. · ···········r············:;· .. ············:············· · ~· · · ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · t · · · · · · · · · · · · · T · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~ :. ::~~~f~Abby Joseph 'Cohen of Goldman,
NYSE stock was 35 percent below\i: [j :. j j ,: ': : :~: > ~: i:':~:::@i~:0:::fij;Sachs & Co. who maintains her
its high. The average N~DAQ~i:I······.···········.········.······.,······.·....: 1 1 1.........................1.........1 1...: 1 ~iiiprediction of'the market finishing
stock was down a whoppmg 45:.:.:.:. :: . : : : :, ,: :: : :: : ··.:.~~:.:.:.:.:.~:.:.:.:.:.;.~:.the yeaIt at 9300.
percent, according to research by:::~~: ~~ t ~ ~ ~: ~ ![ ~ ( ; ~: ~. :}B~~:::]::I:l¥f:~: But others, like Ross, aren't so
If that Isn t a bear market, then:::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::<::.:::.:::.::.:.:.::.:.::.:::.:::.:.:::.:,..,.:::.,:.:.:::.,;.:.::;.:v:~.::,:«·::.;.:,;.:«.;.::.:»»:-:«*:.:.:.>:.»,:.»:v:.:.:.»:v:«v:._:.;,;,:···;.····.··.. . ;···· .oc.··~·,···· ...···>:··>:.··....··"''''''·co··,·.......·······•··•··..·.·man of Fidelity Investments, said
, ~e best way. to ~ew how the mar- Lipper ~alytical~ez:vices, th~ aver- that large stocks can still fall consid-
ket IS really domg IS to take a look at age capital appreciation fund 18 cur- erably. Lynch, the former manager of
the broader aver~ges. For ~x~ple, rently ~p 1 percent for the year, the Magellan Fund, said he would'
the Russell 2000 mdex, .which IS an though It was down 2.52 percent two look for value in small and medium
indicator ofsmall cap stocks, is ~own weeks ago. Growth and income funds size stocks- which are very clteap by
15.56 percent for the year,and IS off have fared worse and are down for historical valuations.
nearly ~O percent from its high'. It the year. Though the really bea~en Even after the recent bloodletting
was off nearly 35 percent as ItS up area has been small caps, which of the S & P it still has a PIE ratio of
wo~e mo~ents.The S&P·600 small are in the red 15 p:rcent, .emerging 21, though :historically the ratio has
cap Index IS also down 15.03 percent, markets funds, which are down a hovered around . 15. This has
and about 25 percent below its high- mind boggling 35 percent. prompted many market gurus to
est levels. The bottom line: there is a tremen-
Additionally, ifyou were to view the. dous disparity between the valuation
new -high/low list in the Wall Street placed on a handful of large cap
Journal, for the last six months, the stocks and the broader marker.
new lows have- doubled tripled or Furthermore, this has beerr going on
even quadrupled the new highs list for some time, with the' Dow and
on a consistent basis. Russell actually going in opposite
And it is precisely this imbalance directions some days.
in the market, with the biggest The S & P and Dow have been
stocks rising because they're big, masking the decline in the broader
and small stocks falling because market. The way this occurs is that
they're small, that makes the mar- _the Dow is comprised· . of only- 30
ket a scary place to be. stocks, and the S&P 500 'has 500
Fundamentals-have ceased to exist.. stocks, but iris weighted by market
"Investing in the market now is . capitalization. This means that the
very dangerous. It's trading ill a thin big stocks count more then the small
market, things go up faster, and ones. In the S&P, the 100 largest
down faster too," says Howard Ross, companies make up nearly 50 per-
Professor of the Finance and cent of the index. This means that
Economics at Baruch' College's 400 companies can decline, but as
Zicklin School of Business. "There is long as the 100 largest stocks
a disconnect between the large and advance no one would ever know.
small cap market, he added" Why have investors recently
"Down faster" is exactly what many dumped the large cap stocks as well?
investors have found out recently, Ross says that investors have
though many mutual funds have dumped the large caps since they feel
been declining since the Asian .crisis valuations are too lofty and earnings
began months ago. According to growth is slowing.
what. is? Which brings us to the next
question: Why doesn't anyone admit b
the bear is- growling? The answer is
quite simple, those stockmarket
indices that people love to quote, the
Dow Jones Industrials, S & P 500
and NASDAQ Composite don't look
that bad. For example, _ as ·of
September '25, the Dow was up
120.52 points or 1.52 percent. _The'
S&P 500, was up 7.66 percent, and
the NASDAQ has outpaced both
indices by rising 11.03 percent.
After viewing these figures, this
seems like an average year for the
stock market, or perhaps a slight
underperformer, but nothing near a
bear market.
However, the problem with those
numbers is that they don't represent
the average stock by a long shot. In
truth, the common "mom and pop"
stock, outside of Coke, Lucent, Dell
and a few others; that investors
have been bidding up all year, has
been demolished.
Inoesting in the mar-
ket now is very danger-
ous. It's trading in a
thin market, things go















-Sit in on actual negotiations
-Watch the deals being made
-lnspect office space
-Meet with a customer
-Leern about building sales
-Property management
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 12, 1998
9:00 AM UNTIL 3:00 PM
~
·:v"
Men_to·r For A Day
Featuring lunch and discussion:
12:30 PM -,2:30 PM
The Baruch College Conference Center
151 East 25th Street, 7th floor
Advance sign-up required.
Contact Sara Hilska at 802-5940 for
a pre-reqistretion form and additional inform-ation.
Room 1333 at 360 Park Avenue South
The Steven L. Newman Real Estate Institute
in association~with
The Young Men's/Women's Rea/Estate Association
. ' oiNew York, inc.'
presents the Second
This day is desiqned to expose you to a variety of
career opportunities in the commercial real estate industry.
Spend all day on a' one-to-one basis with
commercial leasing brokers, m-ortgagebrokers,safes brokers
and managing agents:
Accompany a seasoned commercial real estate professional
throughout a typical work day, and enjoy a luncheon discussion














For ....re info, caD Bille. at Uz.acn.6l108
Tickets are valid for one year at any
S~., 64 1t.ltec A'ttl6U
7~e«,te","
Some restrictions apply.
Meet us at the Brotherhood Synagogue
28 Gramercy Park South
(between IrviDg Place and 3N Ave.)
$5.00 eacf CASH ONLY! EXACT CHANGE PLEASE.
For information, or to _purchase tickets, visit
•
'Student Development & Counseling
Sponsored by:
BiDel, Koacb, the Jewish Student Alliance,
the Hebrew Culture Club,










• win a spot on our Israel Tour this winter
III Pavonia A\'Cl1u~ Ea~L .Ias,,"\· Cirv, :"1 07J I0 Toll Free: 1-800-859-X5.~5 E-mail: jfinfo@uci.col11
Being bilingual is your ticket to success.
.:
New York: October 16 - 17, 1998 / Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
Visit InterCareer Net for more information!tt . .
WWWttlntercareer.com
Register today for business and technical opportunities.
.A.. Inrernarional Career Informacion. Inc.\, V 1"1 Rnruir COlllprlllJ
SEPTEMBER 30, 1998
SUGGESTED THEMES
• Discuss ethics based on a personal experience
• Why are we here? How are we to meet our ethical obligations?
• Reflect on an ethical aspect of a literary text
or public policy issue
TICKER BUSINESS
Come join us every Thursday during




ENTRY FORMS AND FURTHER INFORMATION
IVo more than three (3) essaysfrom the same.college, university or campus will
be considered in anyone contest year. Essays must be accompanied lJy a letter
on school stationery verifying eligibility according to our guidelines.
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000' SECOND PRIZE: $2,500
THIRD PRIZE: $1,500
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH
.Visit our website for more <,
information at-
Http:/www.insanetheatre.com/jsa
ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES
, DEADLINE: JANUARY 22, 1999
THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE
IN ETHICS
1999. ESSAY CONTEST
Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope by December 18, 1998 to:
. ~
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanirv,
450 Lexington Avenue, Suite 1920
New York; NY 10017
This information - is also available online through Fast\\TEB






General Motors announced last
week that it planned to almost dou-
ble the annual capacity at its
Saturn plant in Tennessee, with
the addition of a new small sport
utility vehicle. Production at the
Spring Hill plant would increase to
500,00 units a year from the cur-
rent 300,000, with the new model
expected to debut in the '2002
model-year. The growth will
require GM to invest $230 million
in the plant to modernize its pow- _
ertrain and body assembly sys-
tems, adding an expected 1,000
new jobs to the 8,OQO currently
there.
The investment plans are partial-
ly the result of a strike authoriza-
tion vote that was reached by
members of the United Auto
Workers local representing Saturn
workers on July 19th. Workers at
the flexibly-organized plant were
concerned about three issues: their
"risk and reward" bonus pay pro- -
gram, uncertainty about the level
of employee input in management
decisions, and.wor-ries about job .
security at the plant, with small-
car sales generally sluggish. The
ByMaztfn Goldstedn
GM has signaled that
it will use Saturn as a
model for giving UAW
representatives a big-








announcement by GM addressed
those concerns to the U AW's satis-
faction.
GM and UAW leaders are trying
to work together better after this
summer's costly North American
strikes. They are thinking of intro-
ducing Saturn's innovative labor
relations and manufacturing prac-
tices to more GM operations. GM
has struggled with inefficiency and
labor problems for years, but the
new agreement appears to be a
reaffirmation of its commitment to
Saturn.
Automotive News reported that
Saturn CEO Don Hudler said "GM
has signaled that it will use Saturn
as a model for giving .UAW repre-
sentatives a bigger role in compo-
nent sourcing and vehicle design."
Hudler said GM wants to emulate
Saturn by giving the UAW early
involvement in terms of design and
development. Saturn UAW Local's
Mike Bennett said "there is now
1Wl realization at General Motors
that-Sprig Hill is a model that will
work for the rest of GM."
\
OXHP
Oxford Health Plans is a managed-
care company providing health-ben-




of employee-benefit plans, Medicare
and Medicaid' plans, and dental
plans. Oxford sells these products
through a direct-sales force and
through independent insurance
agents under the Freedom Plan
trademark through its five Oxford
Health HMO subsidiaries and its
Oxford Health Insurance subsidiary.
The Freedom Plans have approxi-












book'S and music titles over the
Internet. The company sells approx-
imately 2.5 million book titles,
including mystery, computer, busi-
ness, science fiction, romance, chil-
dren's, and fiction books, as well as
textbooks. In addition, .Amazon.com
markets about 125,000 music titles.
I t also discounts books on select
bestseller lists and on certain com-
pany-selected books. In addition,
Amazon. com offers an editorial
review service that notifies a regis-
tered reader bye-mail of available
reviewed books in. the reader's area
of interest.
Comments·
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and accompanying peripheral items
make up approximately 92% of the
company's unit volume, and
portable pes account for the
remaining 8%.'. Gateway 2000
acquired Advanced Logic Research
in July 1997.
Leos
Lycos develops software that is used
to identify, select, and access
resources in the Internet's World
\Vide \Veb interface. The company's
Lycos Catalog is an index of the
Web. Its a2z Directory provides a
means of browsing general-interest
categories on the Web; its Point
Reviews provide editorial reviews
and ratings of sites and activities on
the Web. Lycos generates revenues
primarily through selling advertis- .
ing on its services and by licensing
its products and technology to other
companies. Clients include AT&T,




Internet services to more· than
500,000 customers. The company
provides its services through its
EarthLink Network TotalAccess
software package, which enables
. Internet access via an open, nonpro-
prietary architecture. EarthLink
also maintains strategic partner-
ships and affinity marketing agree-
merits with Internet content, pub-
lishing, entertainment, and gaming
companies, including -eNN
Interactive, Columbia TriStar, and
Graphix Zone. The company owns
800 points-of-presence internation-







*As of Sept 22
Sun Micrasystems SUNW $48.81 Solid Company. Strong Earnings Growth.
Lycos LCOS $27.88 Nice Intemet Search Engine... Short Term Buy.
EarthLink Networks ELNK $41.50 Nice Intemet Software company... Buy .
Strictly Momentum Buy... Short tenn Buy....Dump Price
Amazon.com AMZN $88.19 at $140
Beat up Company with the worst behind it... Long Term
Oxford Healthcare Plan OXHP $11.94 Buy...A Company with ExceUent service.
Leasing computers and free internet service leads to
Gateway Computers GTW $54.56 increased customer loyalty. Long Term Buy.
--,. Long Term Buy... Increased Storage Capacity along with.
Adaptec ADPT $11.06 the need for speed will increase sales.
Maxtor MXTR $ 8~81 [Excellent Products... Long Term Buy...
Lehman Brothers LEH $36.13 Victim of an emotional market. ..Long term Buy...
·A victim of the market gyrations... Long Term Buy... A .
Jefferies Group JEF $24.63 company for your 401K.
24
These Stock Picks Are Not Reflective Of The Opinions Of The Ticker Or Baruch College. They Are For
Informational Use Only. Always Do Your Own Research Before Investing.
By Sam O. Obukwelu
JEF
Jefferies Group is an investment
services holding company. Its
Jefferies & - Co. subsidiary offers
institutional clients trading of equi-
ties" convertible securities, and
international securities; of taxable
fixed-income securities sales; auto-
mated trading; and research. Other
services provided by Jefferies
include capital raising, mergers, and
acquisition-advisory and restructur-
ing services. The company's
Investment Technology Group (ITG)
subsidiary markets computerized
trading systems and software pro-
grams to investors. The company
plans to spin off ITG in 1998.
LEH
Lehman Brothers Holdings is a
holding company for Lehman
Brothers investment bank. The com-
panys businesses include raising
capital through securities under-
writing and direct placements. cor-
porate-finance advisory services.
merchant banking. securities sales
and . trading, institutional asset
management. research services. and
the trading of foreign securities.
commodities, and derivat.ive prod-
ucts. Its offices are located across
the United States, Europe, the




and software that controls the flow
of data between a microcomputer's
central-procesaing unit and its
peripherals, such as memory-stor-
age devices and network file servers.
The company's products support all
IBM-compatible microcomputer
architectures, _and. include host
adaptors, input/output-processing SUNW
managers, and storage controllers Sun Microsystems manufactures
that are sold to peripheral-equip- computer equipment and software.
ment manufacturers and systems It markets its products under brand
manufacturers in the United names such as Solaris, Soltice,
States and internationally. Foreign Netra, SolarNet, SunSpectrum, Sun
sales account for about 61% of the Ada, Sunergy, SunSoft Workshop,
company's total sales. and Gigaplane. The company mar-
""" kets its network servers, work sta-
GTW tions, peripheral equipment, operat-
Gateway 2000 develops 'and manu- ing software, accessories, and spare
factures desktop and portable per- parts in the United States and
sonal computers (PCs). The compa- abroad. In addition, Sun
ny's PCs are custom-configured with Microsystems produces JavaSOft~'an
various memory and storage capaci- object-oriented programming lan-
ties, and other options specified by guage used in Internet applications.
customers. Customers include busi- Foreign sales account for approxi-
-------nesses; individuals,ufamilies, goy"" mately 49% of- thee6mpallYs rev-
ernment agencies, and educational enues.
iDStitUtiODS. Sales of desktop PCs .-~---------
.....
_..- -- ._'- - .' -_ .._-_._------_.._-------------- _.- ---- --- ._4
-------
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Further prepping the crowd for
The Crystal Method, a woman
tossed the aroused crowd lightsticks
with The Crystal Method and
Nitrous Oxide printed on thern.
Since I attracted her attention with
my beauty (oh alright it was the
bright red shirt I was wearing), she
reached out to hand me
one. That almost turned
out to be a life- threat-
ening ordeal because so
much weight was
shoved against me just
to try to pull a fifty cent
item from her before she
got to me. People, for
you past and future con-
cert goers, get a grip! It's
a damn lightstick, and it
doesn't even last long
alright?!? Is it worth
suffocating Iittle 01' me
for? I don't think so. It's
not worth hurting any-
one for, so please try to
remember that the next
time you throw your
sweaty arid . blubbery
bodies around.
After all that hype,
The Crystal Method
.finally made - their
appearance and wasted
no time getting busy. As
far as electronic music
goes. you might think
that there wouldn't be
continued on page 32...
album progresses on themes com-
monly pondered upon by lead
singer/bassist Tom Araya. Political
uprising in songs such as "Bitter
Peace" reveals the belligerent
nature of man as Araya cries: "Can't
stop the warring factiohs.~epsy-
chopathic absence of morality and
the unrestrained-need for instant
gratification is depicted in "Stain of
Mind":-"Let the purest stain of mind
wash the virtue from your eyes."
The sensation of pain in this
Slayer album as in previous albums
is exploited to defile humanity as
dictated in "Perversions of Pain": "A
higher level of pain is racing
through my veins, There's nothing
more intense than mental misery
that I dispense."
time.
DJ .Taylor spun after Lunatic
Calm, giving all the hard core
ravers an opportunity to strut their
stuff. Taylor mixed phat synthe-
sized beats that were pulse quick-
ening and movement inspiring,
keeping the tracks 'Varied enough
for nonstop dancing and Iightstick





vengeance to release a pent-up, mis-
anthropic animosity in the form of
"Diabolus in Musica." It has been
three years since Slayer's last studio'
offering, "Undisputed Attitude."
Guitarist Jeff Hanneman substanti-
ates the phenomenon of fleeting
time because "when you're in a
band you write a record, go off on a
tour, come back a year later 'and it's
already, time to write another
record." Writing records, however,
proves to be more than just a. wel-
. come undertaking for the band
members who collaborate to purge
their unsightly murderous imagina-
tions and horrifying potent hatred
to embellish in music a calculated, .
psychotic, violent visualization of
hedonistic sadism.
"Diabolus in Musica" initially
descended in me to raise every hair
on.end.as __it bared obscure dimen-.
sions of rage, desire, fear and hatred
that I never knew existed in th!
human conscience. Lyrically, the
sign of the growing popularity of
electronic music. The crowd was
composed of more clean cut average
people and adults (I'm talking about
in the upper age groups, not twenty
somethings), instead of the charac-
teristic raver people that electronic
music customarily attracts. There
were still enough .baggy jeaned, tiny
The, Crystal Method
_ n
By Kin Ping Koo
Crystals are known to possess spe-
cial powers that are capable of being
endowed upon their possessors.
Perhaps that is part of the reason
why Las Vegas natives Ken Jordan
and Scott Kirkland of The Crystal
Method have enjoyed a recent rock-
et propelled ride to the top of the
electronic music industry. Since
meeting at a part-time job in the '80s
and working on. variousmusical proj-
ects together, they eventually settled
down and converted a garage into a
studio, nicknamed The Bomb
Shelter. Their first product-from
The Bomb Shelter was "Now is the
Time", .which was released in 1994
under 'the new City ofAngels label,
and immediately made The Crystal
Method an underground sensation.
The success of that song opened
nlany opportunities for them, such
as opening for the Chemical
Brothers (then known as the Dust
Brothers) in January 1995.
'Keeping that momentum rolling,
the past few years have given them
many reasons to celebrate. ~. This,
year they ,celebrate the first year
anniversary of their debut album
\ 'ego s. which unlike many other elec-
tronic music CDs, has the power to
\.... ithstand repeated listens (it's spun
on my CD player no less than fifty
times already, and I just acquired
the CD~ L Prior to that and more
along mainstream lines they enjoyed
music spots on movies such as
Spawn, The Replacement Killers and
Lost in Space, along with commercial
spots for Gap khakis, Mazda Miata,
and are featured in - the new Sony
teed, chain wearing, multiplePlayStation game "N20: Nitrous
pierced people running around to let
Oxide." outsiders know what type of concert
Continuing to push their success,
it would be, but it wouldn't haveThe Crystal Method is currently in
the middle of a whirlwind August - been easy to guess.
I· also checked out the newSeptember tour sponsored by Fox
PlayStation game "N20: NitrousInteractive that spans major cities in
Oxide" at one of the video game
the United States. On September 11, kiosks that was set up. Although it
their sixteenth stop out of twenty-
. is visually stimulating, it seems to
nine scheduled performances, they fli h
be nothing more than a ig t
graced New York City with a per- through 0 these strange tunnels
formance at Irving Plaza. dd
An enthusiastic fan ofThe Crystal where flying insects and other a i-
ties attack at you. After a few min-
Method, I arrived at 7:30, hoping utes when I realized that there was.
the show would start sometime
no end to the morphing tunnels, Iaround when doors opened at 8.
got frustrated. I mean, imagine
Unfortunately, I found out from a going through the Holland Tunnel
security guard that the first act, and never emerging into Jersey. A
Lunatic Calm, wouldn't go onstage bit claustrophobic inducing right?
until 9:15, Taylor at 10, and The Sure the tunnel winds and who
Crystal Method wouldn't come out knows what accident' may happen
until llpm! Being the naturally but tunnels are still tunnels, and
impatient person that I am, added to driving is still just driving. What
the throbbing, pulsating music and
fun is it if you can't get out?
acid induced psychedelic videos Well I escaped, just as opening act
showing on a big screen, I was ready Lunatic Calm popped onstage.
to bounee off walls, wondering how
Consisting of three band members,in the world I could kill three hours.
they played aggressive beats led by
While poking and exploring everYalm-osthostile vocals fFom-tl:le--sweat-






Tuesday October 13, 1998
'YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENING
5:30-7:00 pm
Newman IJ~ stitute Young Professionals Career Evenings
Come to join a roundtable discussion about
Real Estate Residential Brokeragi!-
real estate industry.
·Learn about different kinds of real estate jobs
·Ask questions about what you would be doing on the day voustert work
·Meet both recent college graduates and the prime young leadership of the
real estate industry
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENINGS
-
Watch for dates on -each month's poster announcement
At the Newman Library Conference Center
757 East 25th Street (between Lexington and Third Avenues) Room 763
Monthtv
5:30-7:00 P.M. September 1998-May 1999
F0,-- .- r re information and to RSVP
Contact Sara Hilska at 802-5940
, .L- --I
-..... -






I say the Black man is God! You
think I have some screws loose! I
say that I'm God, .you think some-
one spiked my fruit jul.cel It's a
simple fact that some will always
stick to six! Adamant in their
ignorance, convinced that it's
bliss/ I know, so I speak, it's a
crime to hold my silence/l ver-
bally break necks with text ofsex
and violence! But deep in the
rhetoric, there lies a jewel that
glistens! It's worth all that I'm
risking, if just one soul will lis-
ten!_J;,a~t_y~a,: was .. a U!-~':Ring
shot, now that I got the floor!
BRACE YOURSELVES MOTH-
APH*CKAS! It's time for global
war!
is talking that jazz.
Second Cat: Yo, I heard that cat got a
little knowledge -of self. He really think
that he hot sh*t now.
First Cat F*ck that nigga, he schtoopid.
F*cking up my high. (takes a deep drag
on the spliff) Oh sh:rt! Sun, did you see
that b*tches' ass? (Waving excitedly) Eh,
yo! Cum 'ere, I need to ask you a ques-
tion!
(As the two young men try desperate-
ly to get the bum b*tches' attention,
David suddenly drops his head in
sad reflection)
.
Omniscient: Is something troubling you
my son?
(David nods)
Omniscient: Oh, those were friends of
yours, were they not?
DavidrSo.I thought. :. ..
Omniscient: Remember Job Dasun?
He was comforted by three friends. Were
they really his friends, Dasun? No. No
one canunderstand unless they know
the master plan. They will never under-
stand.· It is not MEANT for them to Hell? What the rck do YOU know about
und~.d.The road is narrow, and the--- nelLrWhartati ¥()f:j tett-rrreHabout hell?; - - -----
travelers, they are few. They will hate Sh :f=t, I was on it's board of trustees...
. you because you are not one of them.
They will hate you because you refuse to
--------~----------
RUDE B'WOY STYLE: DASUN IN JAB-MAKER
~.
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revert to savagery; it is, however, time to
elevate to your true righteous self David
is your foundation in love, Krazo is your
existence in hell, Dasun is your manifes-
tation in right, your purest form. You
know love and hell, now do the knowl-
edge to right...
David: This is a joke right? Candid
Camera or something right?
Voice: No, Dasun you have been chosen.
There is· a great work that you must
accomplish. You have been selected for a
divine mission. You are the' savior uni-
verse now. Day-sun. It is your day to
shine.
David.: (La.ughing) I am the messiah?
Voice: No, my son. Think ofyourselfas a
universal civil servant. A soul-jah, with
the best Pension plan in the history of
mankind... The keys to... .
David: A Lexus GS 4001--.~-
Voice: No, the keys to the.kingdom. It's
time to wash your robes black in the
blood ofthe lamb...to call,and your sheep
will know your voice... Think of the 21.
The 21st letter is U, there were 21 men
with .John Brown at Harper'$_.Fe~.
there were 21 at the NY Black Panther
Trial, 21 gun salutes... Malcolm X,was
assassirlated onthe 21st day ·ofFebrtIary,
the next century is the 21st. Your mission
is in the 21st chapter. wallow in the mire with them. Ifthey love
David: The 21st Chapter ofwhat? you, then you are doing something
Voice: Revelations. 1b Bring about a new wrong. Love will bring you hell, but you
heaven and a new earth... will be right.
David: F*CKME! Are you serious? Am I Love doesn't smile in your face. Love
in a psycho ward or something? whips you into shape. Love tells y.ou
Voice: Openyour third eye, and behold! when you are not on point. Love doesn't
(TheblarecftnonpztsandtheFLJUIJdcftlwnder talk behind your back. Love tells you to
is heard asthe scene fad£s tol:iack. Daudand, your face, and love doesn't accept you the
the idee: theOmniscient; though remaining in way you are. That's unrealistic, Dasun.
their1T?sprJilXqioc£s,arehurlkdat magnifirent Love puts you through it. Love makes it
~tJuwghani/huninaJJ:!d]XJ1faLStTenksaf right. If I love you, I'll tell you the truth
light JX1SS them in a twinkling cf an eje and stand on that square no matter how
Suddenly they come toa sIrp. Daudfinds him- much the truth hurts.
f£1fon the f!1n!IZ/S ifHarlem; USA·1Wo yamg David: tHis ixiceand11U1TlJ'1£Tisnailfreecfit$
men are fiwring a fOrty<XDl£e lxiJJe cfNTPRO· earlier sarcasm) You know sometimes it
maltliquorandJX11XingacarefUl1yW7S/Tt.JdI:1:l really pains me when I think about the
spliff ronsisting of senseimdlia and fonta . people in my life. I think they're real but'
. beuxenthemseloe: Theyareun.aJ.).)(JTeafDavid· they are really illusions. Then sometimes
andThe Omnisient) . they, don't think I'm on their side. They
First Cat: Man that n*gga Krazo be bug- think I'm only out for myself. They think
gin'. I can't f.f:ck with that n*gga. I do not see myself as part of the team;
Something wrong with that cat, talking part of the collective. They think I'm out
that 21 GUns bullsh*t and running up for dolo.
and down the streets like he sick.or some- Omniscient: What was that slogan on
thing. N*ggas is trying to get paid: Don't that button you saw at downtown
talk my head off with that revolution Brooklyn?
bullsh*t! Like the man really give a f!:ck David: DO FOR SELF.
about some crazy ass piss colored n*gga Omniscient: Do you know what that
who done read ·to many books. That implies? Besides people doing for them-
n*gga think he smart and sh*t. That's selves instead of waiting on others, you
why I'm getting this money while that cat should see that it means that you must
~~~~""' IIlIIIIIII~~~~~~IIiI!!!""I'I~I!I!'!I!l!I!I!I!I!I!I!'.'!'!I!l!l!l!iI!l!ll.l!!!l!'l save self before you can save the uni-
verse. That is the meaning of your name.
D-A-S-U-N, Divine Allah Savior
Universe Now. That is the name that you
must live out, You must save yourself;
.. and then you will help save the universo.
The 21st letter is 1...~. Universe. The 21
Guns are the soul-jahs. The messengers.
The Angels of Death.: The fufillment of
Revelation 21 will happen in the 21 by
the 21. The 21 Guns are the avenging
armies ofthe 21st century. You areamong
them. This is the square that you must
stand upon. 110ve into the checkmating
position. Elevate the universe. attain vic-
tory.
David: What are you telling me?
Omrriscient; I tell you nothing ... I show
you all ... COME HITHER~
(A tremendous explosion causes David to
clasp his ears as once again he finds him-
self hurtling at magnificent speeds
through a tunnel oflight .:. )
TO BE CONTINUED --
and that he is one of the choseri few... We
noio join the story, already in progress...)
Voice: Get up Dasun!
David: Dasun? Who are you? Who is
Dasun?
(A bright light enampasses Daud. He shields
his~ tohich. are hurt bythe stroogglme)
Voice: You know not your own name, my
son. You are Dasun. You are the sun, you
are the sun ofman. I am one who knows.
You will soon learn...
David: Where am I?
Voice: This is the Alpha. This is the
Genesis. This is the eighth degree, which
upon completion, once you know, you will
be born. Dasun, you are the first gun of
the twenty-one. Your mission is the 21, for
the 21st, for the 21. You are the DX.
Disciple X, DasunX, the DX 21. You have
.lost the knowledge of who you are. I am
here to tell you the reality.
David: What's up with all ofthese twen-
ty-ones? What's this R2D2...
Voice: DX 21!
David: ...whatever! DX 21 bullshit
about?'
Voice: If ignorance is bliss, then why
aren't you happy?
David.: Wha?
Voice: First ofall, please refrain from the
use of vulgar language, it is unbecoming
of a civilized person. This is no time to
~~-_._--_ ..
(Last semester:') "DX FILES" ended with
u cliffhanger that found 6ur protagonist,
[)at'id. cnught in a [(;oriLl alJer-idern, after
slipping on a bar of soap in the- shower.
ThEre luj/#is informed by The Omniscient
toot his true name is Dasun, The DX 21,
- I; W' ganle
~ .a-t semester \\"() reflected on romance.
, ~; x-ctations. and heartbreak in "THE
I> ::\G RIDE HO~IE:' I introduced.
EPI..-\ZO and DASUN to the Baruch com-
munity in :'EL PEUGRO bEL LOS-
:\ITER-EGOS." \Ve interviewed world
r~U1l0US junkie, "Dave the Dopefiend." in
··DAVE :\iEETS DAVID or ENGUSH
LESSO~ NO. DX 21." We stopped and
«xamined the bizarre world thatw~
home in "CH&1\"TNEL SURFING."
Although they weren't always worthy of
Pulitzer contention, the "DX FILES"
delivered on its word, and I hope that its
readership is satisfied with what has
bf>pn presented thus far.
As a member of the team at AROUND
TIlE WAY
I www.aroundthewaycom ' I have devel-
oped a no-holds-barred comedic and sar-
castic approach towards serious social
commentary. I have dubbed myself 'The
Muckraker" and have also staked a claim
for the title of 'The Hip Hop Generation's
Epitome of an Angry Young Man." TIl
admit, ''DX F1LES" are humorous, but
they are not a joke. Read everything you
see on these pages with a thir.d eye, and
ponder its revelations with-a grain ofsalt.
Th: .ugh they arc amusing, and at times,
explicit and brash, The true objective of







Many have done before/ but I'm
destined to do better/ Carry out
the orders to the letter/
Sur-retuieril I will .neuerl, I've
heeded the eall-arcd 1 shall give
my all. If you can't take a stand
then you are destined to fall! I've
learned my lessons/ Elevated in
many sessions/ listened to
nature's suggestions! Now pro-
gression/ is my only state of
being/ You need three eyes to
really see what I've been seeing ...
Hello, my name is David Blanks, the
God Dasun, and I'm the creator of
KRAZO SClflZOPHRENlC, the "DX
FILES," and the "BEDROOM TALK"
columns. For those of you tuning in for
the first time, allowme to bring you up to
speed. The ''DX F1LES" debuted in The
Ticker in the second issue of the spring
of "98 semester. I declared' in the first
. episode, which, incidentally, is actually
the fourth, that ''DX FILES" is the
"Seinfeld' of columns. It is about noth-
ing at alL yet anything and everything
will be covered. Each episode is inde-
pendent. yet all are united by their corn-
mon .themes and characteristics. ':OX
FlLE<' i~ Forrest Gump's box of choco- .
;; ;,~..',()U never what you're gonna get.
..«: .\·<)~111 never know what to expect. Its
: :';~i~lt will never be etched in stone. It
::·1 1x: 8. play script. a screenplay, an
:-:·<t,::. a poem. in verse, in prose. in ebon-
<. in standard English. anything verbal
David: What artists or bands have
influenced you?
gi-rls who are just alienated for
themselves and do their own thing.
Not with the rest of the people.
That's what Maximum ·Penalty is.
We're not down with anyone clique.
We don't associate with the crews
and the posses and the music scene
in New York. We represent our-
selves. That's what the· cover's
about. Two people just pushing
themselves away, alienating them-
selves from society. We just all-con-
jured a little college thing.
Jim: The Bad -Brains, Cromax,
Soundgarden, Alice N' Chains.
I'm a big jazz fan. I'm really into a
lot of fusion, Ornette Coman,
Miles Davis. My dad played with
Ellington Basia; a lot of old 'swing.
I listen to a lot of hip-hop. I listen to
everything. The only "thing that I'm
not really down with is country and
western. I even like a little Johnny
Cash. Johnny Cash to me is like
the dark shit, the next level of coun- .
try and western.
David: Whom would you pay to see
in concert?
continued on page 34.,.
Jim: The last show I'd just pay to
see was Elvin Jones. He was Miles
Davis" drummer. I saw' him a couple
of months ago. I saw the Deftones.
\Ve actually played with them. We
saw them in Europe. It was the
Dynamo Festival. They were tight as
shit.
David: What is the typical day ofa
rock band?
Jim: Get in a van, drive, go to the
gig, play, get in the van, drive ...
(laughs)
David: How did the name Superlife






By sPaCeMaN s Y
(syb@cyberdude.com)
http://members.tripoci~com/-nakedhighway
went out there and played withAF
(Agnostic Front) in Hungary. It was
amazing. The people were just very
humble. They were very loving.
Some kid gave me this pin that rep-
resented his fight against authority.
I mean, the people over there get
paid like $1.50 arrhour. These kids
save up for months to come and see
a hardcore show. The amount of
l'
respect we received over there and
the way the people showed us
incredible amounts of love, and real-
ly understood my lyrical content and
what we're all about. That probably
David: How did' you come up with
the cover design for your album? .
has to be one of the fondest memo-
ries in the band.
Jim: We wanted to do something dif-
ferent. Everyone was doing these
like real skulls. Everyone had weird
covers, either pictures of themselves.
We wanted to represent the punk
rock. The cover really represents two
\
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David: Are there any special
moments or memories that you can
think of while being in the band?
Jim: Hmm, I'd have to say playing
in Hungary was pretty cool, because
they're really political over there. We
28
David: How did the name
Maximum Penalty come out'?
-Jim. We started. in 1986. I was in
high school just going to punk rock
shows and hard core shows. I used to
play drurns in a band called
Nausea. It just happened. I just put
it together. It was kind of like a freak
thing and it got bigger tha~ I
thought.
Unity Fest '98 kicked off with a
blast at Wetlands Preserve. I had a
chance to chat with Jim of
Maximum Penalty, a band which
was a part. of that hardcore oriented.
show.
Jim: It's kind of a political name.
Growing up in t he Lower East Side,
seeing kids scl linz drusrs takinz'-1 b ..... ") '" .r.. ~o
drugs and shoot ing each other, and
that's w hat it's really all about. It's
like when .')'01.1 g.-rO\V up in "the inner
city, YOu really don't get a chance.
It's either £1:,,-, straight, or get run
over. Thai's w nat the narne is about.
Seeing all the' negative shit. You
know you're doomed unless you
fuckin do t ho right thing. I used to
really be in a band called :Life
Sentence and it. kind of stemmed
from that as well
David: How would you describe
your music?
David. What venues have you
played In the past? .
Jim: Just rock n' roll man. We do all
kinds of different styles from the
demo tape to the present album. It's
really eclectic. It's got a little bit of .
all flavors on .. it. And the newer
record's probably going to be the
same way. A lot more melodic. A lot
more hooky. We're looking to blow up
on this next record, but while not
losing our integrity. It's all about the
heart of the music and not so much
the way it's Vv·ritten.
David: flow did Unity Fest come
about?
Jim: We did Europe with Agnostic
Front and Roger's like showing love
to the band since 1986. Just mad,
mad love. We played our first big
show with Agnostic Front and we
went to Europe for the first time
with Agnostic Front, and we went
there a second time withAgnostic
Front. We're very much different
bands in terms of style, but we all
come from the s arne place. You know
the apple never falls far from the
tree. And they hooked us up on this
tour.
-Jim: \Ve'vt; played Irving Plaza,
Wetland~, eE's (CBGB's). Pretty
much f":erybig rock kind of venue.
Biggest :-,h.)w we've played ever:
probably helllg the Dynamo Festival
in Germany. \Ve played in front of
10,000 kids. And all of them knew
our lyrics. \Ve did really well in
Munich. They were giving us so
much props. It wasn't like the shal-
lownessof New York, if you're down
with this clique. It was total love.
Straight edge kids, hardcore kids,-
punk rock kids, the metal head kids,
th2V ail sho\\~ed U~ .!!lad love. That's
Maximum Penalty
.~D~d~· .something that New York lacks. It's
not like a united scene. It used to be
like that, but no more. Overseas, it's
just incredible. You feel like a fuckin'
rock star. I'm the furthest thing from
a rock star, but they.make me feel
like a rock star. It's the greatest
thing. They're so starved for like a
scene over there..When you come to,
?d~vid: How' did the band get start- New York, it's like "Oh boy." You go
over there, and you get spoiled, then
you come back, and you're like "Oh
. man." I do it for the love, not for the
fuckin' fan. We're touring for the
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Do you want to ll1eet
different people as well
as participate in a
variety of events in and
out of school? [$p
Check us out!
http://pages.nyu.edu/clubs/lul/





















(For to the- Marriage of Sharon Lai and Peter Lopez)
*Writers Note: My most sincerest congratulations from the people and stu-
dents of old and new from OSL and those whom you have inspired at Baruch
College, Sharon. I think. the best quote is from Jeannette: "Finally!" May you





It only begins with only 3 special kindred
Words from 2 eternal entwined hearts,
"IL ~ "ove .LOU ..•
Across a magnificent rainbow horizon,
A Kaleidoscope of Tuxedo Knights
Gallantly line up across a pristine chapel-
Surrounded by lush green fields.
A Victorian Orchestra of a hundred began to play.
There she appeared the magnificent earth angel.
Silky strands of Sunlight laced across her
Fine porcelain face] which glistened under
A sea of blue roses.
Under a gentle shower of cherry blossoms)
Her unforgettable smile was more
Beautiful than a silver lining across a
Delicate newborn spring flower.
The Tuxedo Knights and fair bridesmaids
Bowed as she approached the altar
With her prince in waiting.
He looked into the fondness ofher fawn like eyes,
And he pronounced his undying love vows to her...
tel have searched many moonless 'nights for someone
Who was missing from my life and soul,
I then. found you...
You are the candlelight,' which guided
Me through my darkest of days.
Your tender warm smile gave me a place of sanctuary.
Your eyes are the windows of my soul.
Your beauty is more breath taking
Than a thousand sunsets.
And you are the woman of my every desire.
When you fall, 1 will be there to catch you .
When you are happy, 1 will smile with you .
When you are sad, I will cry with you ...
And when you are lonely, I will be there to embrace you ...
I adore everything that you are and
Everything thing that you will become."
.' (He gently places a gold ring upon her laced finger)
As angelic tears filled her starry eyes,
She began to announce her loue to him ...
"When you embrace me,
.. My heart only beats forthee ...
I will always be there in your times
Of need and despair...
My endless love for you can only be measured
By the happiness that you bring me. . .
You see with your heart,
Not with your eyes...
I am forever yours, as you are forever mine ... "
(She gently places the ring upon Jiis finger)
As they sealed their marriage with a single long kiss,
Friends of long past cheered,
While families' ofold cried out ofjoy.
After an eternal kiss,
They both looked into each other's eyes, and said...
tel d "0 ...
A dove filled sky shower them with
White dandelions as they graced across
The threshold of this Camelot Wedding.
And they lived happily ever after...
TRAY.lS DANDRO
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I haue a problem, 1 fart a lot and 1 just can t control it. Once I was praying
in church - it was really quiet, and then I FARTED! Ifyou think that's embar-
rassing, I was standing in the bookstore and this cute guy was kneeling down
right next to my butt and I FARTED AGAIN! [was so ashamed! You guys
have got to help me! .
Sincerely,
Fart Simpson
Hey kids, if you have a
problem, real or imagined,
.sen.d'em to our current
"Girl Talk"and "Boy Talk."
Kim Talk: Don't be embarrassed. Everyone goes through gassy days and
flatulence is a natural human function. It is usually a result of excessive air·
in the stomach, so try not to talk when you eat. However, if you emit foul and
putrid ~dors, for the love of mankind, PLEASE take some Turns, and do
change your diet if you notice that you get gassy after eating certain foods.
If you find yourself still getting the occasional gas attacks, work on control-
ling your gluteus maximus, or your buttock muscles. In cases of emergency
this will enable you to, if not' stop the gas from coming, at least prevent the
tattle tale whoosh that may come along. You can always pa.ss off the silent
ones as "the dog did it!" Good Iuck! .
Kiro ,Talk: Thank you Kim on the scientific approach about the art of flatu-
lence ..(LOL). Ok FS, so you have a gas problem. You know, in other foreign
countries, and I also believe that their are many S&M clubs in NYC (for
example The Vault l who hire women to actually fart on rich men's faces
.'(guys who are arial-retcnt.ive and like fantasies-to be humiliated and degrad-
ed by women ) and get paid by the hour for it! Cut down on those Goya beans
andTaco Bell!' If that doesn't work, then take some Gas-X products or some
other over the couriter products.t.And if that doesn't work, The Howard Stern
Show .i~ always looking for ~ood tCllen~:
--:-=:=.---.-_._------------




Gothic Annie Atlasman says...
Anthrophobia lays down some exquisite hardcore on their new album
Pulse (Oxygen Records). They accomplish this by showing-off how hard they
can hit the drums and play the guitars. The 12-track, 40-minute album is
written and sung by Frank Phobia, who is described as making the ..throat
and noises" on the album. Tracks include "Patient?" vanishing," "What
Should Have Been Mine," and "Mood Ring" all display the band's knack for
pump out hard-edgeq. noise. The sixth and twelfth songs, displays· the band's
softer side, breaking away slightly from the rest of the album. This album is
great for those into Industrial, Metal, etc.
Deep Dish. The duo's first gained recognition for their top remixes for
Everything But the Girl and Janet Jackson, among others. This disc is
fantastic. The first track "Morning Wood" is kind of dreamy, but "The Future
of the Future (Stay Gold)" kicks this shit into high gear. It features
Ever-ything But the Girl, their first new recording since Walking
Wounded, but who cares - the beat is hot! In fact, the beats throughout the
album are jumpin' pumpin', humpin', bumpin', and thurnpin" Another
potential single, I'd say, should be "Mohammed is Jesus"·featuring Richard
Morel, who's deep, somewhat raspy vocals compliment the smooth glass-Iik>
electronic backbeat with the utmost grace. Dubfire and Sharam (Deep





As a purveyor of music for the masses, I always follow a general rule when
purchasing CD's. If the album contains three or more songs that will, in n1Y
. mind, appeal to a spectrum of people or ·in other words, three songs from the
album that you are going to listen to over and over again, then the CD is a
good buy.
Unfortunately for Gomez, the retro-driven British quintet, their debut
album Bring It On (Virgin Records) is not a good buy. However, what they
lacked in conformity to the mass appeal, they more than make up for in their
fresh, original approach to the reinvention of the hippie 70's music genre.
Comparisons to bands such as ~he Grateful Dead and Little Feat; whose
music defined a generation's ~ ib-culture of drugs, sex and decadence uphel 1
with the sternest adherence t1 its faithful followers; are inevitable.
Pulsating with rhythm 'c. country western beats coupled by the group's
inhaled vocals, their debut album if notuing else, "will make for a good escape
the ordinary from the tired remakes of classics that seems to be thriving
incessantly from the ever shrinking pool of talented ne-w bands.
Spaceman Sy says•.•
I simply can't remember the last time I've experienced such aural fulfill-
ment, as I have after listening to Formica Blues (Echo/Mercury Records) by
Mono, which has recently been reissued (import version only) with a bonus
. elise. containing 10 remixes by such top artists as .Prcpellerbeads and
Fatboy Slim. With their laid-back jazzy beats and bass lines, one may be
tempted to compare them to Bristols' trip-hop export Portishead.· I think
that's unfair though - Mono is a hundred times better. While Beth
Gibbons of Portishead feels she must screech like a cat on the fence _,
Siobhan De Mare delves into her female sensuality to compliment musi-
cian Martin Virgo's fantastic arrangements. Clever samples, eerie vocals,
and danceable beats - a winning combination that is the secret to Mono's
excellence. Their debut single "Life in Mono" (featured on the Great
Expectations Soundtrack) seems reminiscent of an elegant spy movie.
"Silicone" contains a sample of Isaac Hayes' "'"Walk on By" which fits like a
perfect glove. In "Playboys," Siobhan chants' like a wandering spirit ito a
funky, yet ambient back beat. Mono's beauty and character is carried
through every note until the very end without disappointment. Formica
Blues is the perfect soundtrack to some of those more somber moments in
life.
On the other hand, we have Marilyri Manson's Mechanical Animals
(NothinglInterscope Records). First of all, I must tell you about how much I
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Marilyn Manson.•.b,i tch out of hell.
hate Marilyn Manson. He totally sucks. He's not doing anything new
image-wise. He's just brought back all that Glam nonsense from the '70's
and has marketed himself as the antithesis of parental stupidity...hmmm,
still nothing new here,
Marilyn Manson is nothing more than the Boy George for the '90's. It's
just theatrical, commercialized rebellion with the purpose of making quick
money off all the sex-eyed-make-up gothic hitches, and making it more
acceptable for "Johnny All-American" - high-school football hero and
repressed homosexual - to wear make-up, which he'd wear anyway ifhis par-
ents would let him party on Christopher Street. Marilyn-Manson is a fake.
He's taken all that is outrageous and extreme ad made it mainstream .. .in
other words: I HATE MARILYN MANSON!!!!!
But the album itself isn't half-bad. In fact, it's a lot better than what I
expected from the fake-tits crap I've seen on MTV. While sporting a metal-
hard rock edge, he's managed to incorporate keyboards and sequencers
allowing for an eclectic mix of rock and indust.rial stylin~s. This is u?doubt-
edly thanks to the talents of Billy Corgan of SmashIng PumpkIns and
Danny Saber. If you ask me, Mary's previous stuff virtually sucked eggs.,
but this one...1 might just listen to it for a s.econd time... .
Wall of Sound presents Bustin~Loose (Wall of SoundJUltra Records) IS a"
new compilation from the ·indie· label that was originall'y home to
PropelIerheads...--Tbis is prQbahly 9n~9Jth~J:>~~~and ~ost conSIstent d~c:_
CD I've heard in awhile. Best of all, many of these tracks are qUIte
rare ... they've either been deleted or were previously unavailable on.~D. ~e
disc opens with the Propellerheads' "Dive" which may sound famIlIar a~ It
graced Adidas ads back in '9~. Bustin' Loose co~tinues to rock the house WIth
some of today (and tomorrow's) dance mUSIC stars. Stand-out groo~es
include Mekon featuring Schooly D's "Skool's Out,'~ and Zoot Woman's
-- -laid back track '""It~s Automatic." Hats off to the Wall
top effort. ,








than fifteen years since being forged.
Slayer sti ll musters the apocalyptic
brutality that they si ngle-handedlj..
spawned. Tom Araya maintains his
profound reach into the human psy-
che to terrorize it. abuse it. infect it.
a llur« it. petrify it and desensitizp it
\\"h('n aske-d about the significance
,:,i' "Diabol us in ~Iusica:' the band's
-:(d~:--l'n~u:-- ',\ ci:-- hope- that the album
\\ ! i I ~ u per:-:t'(!l' t he goa Is t hl'y"'t'
acnIP\'ed t()r thl'm~eives In the pa~t.
Out,)f the nlIH' Slayer reh:a:-:;E.'~. fin'
;1n' certitied 2"()ld. not bad for a
bunch of head-banging outcasts who
recorded thl'lI" fir~t ~1:bun1 "Sho\\" );0
:\lercy" in one 'vveek with only S400
in their pockt-t:-:; I "Show :\() l\Iercy"
\";ent on to ~ell 60.000 copie~ i. Tom
Araya reflectpd on the ban(r~ pa~t
accorl1pli~hn1ent~ and r:emini~cpcl:
"You only get one chance. If we did-
n't do it when we had the chance, we
were screwl'd. So we took the chance
and here we are." Thus, the second
decade of Slaypr'~ earth-shattering
metal storm shows the band thun-
dering - oblivious to the changes in
a rock scene_.-tbaj: danc_es._-l\!..eakly
from genre to genre like a maimed,
dr~nken dog.
continued from page 27 '"
The Face of Slayer
Hasn't Been Any Rudeboys Since 196,:) .Iarn aica skank in alongside Miss J
Am A Hippie Even Though There Hasn't Bppn Any Hippies Since 1970
I Un lrss You Happen To Resid: In San Francixco : Suits and dirty tyc-dycd
ra as.. It really was a cool show.
What was i saying? Ah yp,:.;. chicks .:S() T hl'rl: I w a- d ancin a awav, if vou
loosvly considered what I atu-mptod to do ,,:-i "dancinz", arid r... ll the w hi l«
chcck i na out these four hott ies in front uf mc. Th: "r ~l·l'mt.:d vnunsrer ! han
me. but the tit-huzgcrs they wore shamclcsslv di--piayed their ?l,·enerou:--
bosom (damn. I should be a romarice author ": They were skanking sorn«-
what seductively: more like a booty-shakir" burnp-n-vrind. The steam gener-
atirisr from the more-r.han-maxi m urn occupancy combined with the heat I
to- - •.
was experiencing in my pants. I decided I needed a drink ...
"I am so HOT! I wlsh.I could get something to drink but I have a good
space here and I don't want to give it up." These words were spoken from
one of the Goddesses in front of me. She had short black hair, an even short-
er skirt and looked like that 2Tone mod girl that dances with Walt -Jabsco on
all those CDs. The hottest of the whoresome foursome.
"Me too!" said her friend, another long-legged hattie. They started blow-
ing on each other. Their lips were right in each other's faces. Oh wow, I
thought, wouldn't it be cool if they were all lesbians? No wait; better... BI.
And they will all go home with a nice, genuinely caring guy... such as
myself... who was going to go to the bar and get a drink anyway. ..
I came back with two cups of water. I got the h6ttest girl's attention and
said, "Here!" She looked at me suspiciously. "Excuse me?" she nastily
replied.
"I heard you were thirsty arid I was going to the bar anyway so I got you
some water!" I quickly said as genuinely nice and caring as I could. I expect-
ed some hot bedroom bam-bam from all four, I expected any manner of erot-
ic and perversely sexually illicit responses from my genuinely kind and won-
derfully humane good deed, I expected her to get on her knees but no~ to pray
- if you know what I mean, jellybean (Wink wink).
She screamed at me: "WHAT THE FUCK DID von PUT IN THIS, YOU
FUCKING ASSHOLE!!!!"
"It's ... it's just... water..." I yelped. I felt two inches tall. My monster hard-
on shriveled up and went limp. I thought about The Princess Bride - a
movie I always draw upon for inspiration in times of crises - and I remem-
bered that part about some poison and somethin' or other, and I took a sip
from the cup and handed it to her.
"Fl)CK YOU!.!!" she told me and she took one cup from me and threw the
whole thing to the floor.
"WHAT THE FUCK!" exclaimed a nearby skinhead whose precious Docs
were sprayed.
"THIS FUCKING ASSHOLE TRIED SLIPPING US THE DATE RAPE
DRUG~~!" the 'chick who I didn't think was so hot anymore told him. Shit, I
thought. I better get out of here.
And that my friends, is why chicks who go to the Wetlands suck. And if a
club attracts this sort of ugliness, then what does that say about the club.
hmm? That girl knew I was just some loser kid who was offering water to
be nice, not some drug-toting psycho-rapist. She chose to scream at me and
make me feel worthless as her way of saying, "Hey, I don't like you, leave !TIe
alone." Ska shows can be fun ... but please. if you're a chick who sucks. don't
yell at genuinely pure guys with good intentions and ruin their evening. All
that really bothered me for at least five or ten minutes, until I spotted some
other really cute hottie and thought up ways to seem really cool and nice to
get her to want me...
Such abusive domination over the
mind and its senses is the principal
essence of Slayer as embodied in all
albums relrascd t.h us far. "In the
:\arne of God" is a track that exhibi t s
the omnipotence of an oppress ion
induce-d by a human rvason iru; that
tl:ar s vu lnera bi li tv, a n d in do: ng so
d ispe n scs unwar rantcd :'~1ith t hat
1 • , r» " 1 1 , ..
:--t't:-- 111n1:-il'II up fur' octra.\ <1.1. :--atu-
rat t - Y()II . : n fe ~ t Y()U . !H' t L 1:, ~" () U .
Stimulatp you. ~o eager for m~: itl'~.
Lit'S in the name qf God."
\\";1r -..;cpnl'~. social di:::;ordl:r ;t"1d
u Iterior n1()tive~ that human~ ma~k
to .i u . .;td~· killing for thl' ~ak{' Df
denlocracy or ~on1e uthl'r \'irtue ;,lre
portrayed a::-; chillingly analogolJ.,..~ to
a cold. call ou,:.;, del iberated m urctcr
committed in ~olitudt>. The ~pnti­
ment i~ n1anifested in the final line
of "Bitter Peace": "One cryptic rea-
son for life, murder."
"Diab()lu~ in l\lu~ica" shows Slay~'r
remaining staunch and unwavering
in their fascination \vith \' iolen t
socially skewed lyrics. "Diabolus in
Musica" is the inimitablL work of a
singular band, the same band that
laid d.own "Reign in Blood," the dark
masterpiece to which today's Death
Metal scene owes its existence. More
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\\~hat also distinguishes The
Crystal Method. other than their
live performance artistry. is how
decorously they const.ruet their
music..Just as some crystals hold an
infinite amount of space. Ken and
Scott an-~ taking e-lectroruc music to
w h oh- n ew Ieve ls. packing their
~()ng~ \\"1 t h ~\\"l' 11 ing beats, distended
bass -lin('~. house rhythms. and a
bu nd h- »f funky beats in a tirpJp~s
a rransn-mcnt that pushes all bound-
a r u-s of' electronic music. Thev
!nd\ln' ... (1 m a n v \ ar ia t ion s that it
~('cnl~ th:1t :hC',," h:1\'(' alm()<..::t cracker1
the cry-..;tal Tht'ir \\'()rk i~ cornprised
I)f far n10rp than just a lot of synthe-
~izl'd lwat~ thrown togethE:'f where
tht' machirH':-- rule .... !lowing instead
l'xacth' \\'h() i~ in control \Vith such
powerful and el1prgetic pprformanc-
es and J11a~tl'ry (}f thpir art. The
Crystal Method is sure to draw an
even widpr audience in the future.
Now that their contagiuus beats are
popping up pvcrywhcrc, from raves
to movies to commercials and even
fashion shows, if you aren't a fan
now, you may soon find yourself
being sucked into their crystal. But
don't worry, there's plenty of space.
To learn more about The Crystal





much to watch at a live performance.
but go see The Crystal Method
and voull chance vour m ind ' Ken
~ r, •
and Scott read the audience- well.
knowing when to s low down. whe-n
to speed up. and whe-n to fully ass ail
us with their <on ic v ibes . The-y
bashed out songs from \'('t-!os likv
.1Trzp Like I Do". the now famous for
the Gap com mo rc i al "BllS\' Cluld".
Cracking the Crystal
Wetlands' Chicks: A Story of Unspeakable Evil
By Adam Coozer (coozer@juno.com)
The Wetlands is not a very good place to have a Ska show. Whoever
designed that place must have been on some heavy absinthe. You got the
stage facing one way, the dance floor facing the other, a little Herbie car in
the middle of it all ... Plus the bathrooms have these weird thingies on them
instead of just "MEN" and "WOMEN." I hate that. I mean if I gotta piss,
how the hell do I know if I'm a circle with an arrow or a circle with a cross???
That reminds me of when I was in Teen Tours, this neat Lamp thing where
you go to 'all these cheesy places. One week we went to this "authentic" cow-
boy resort, equipped with an arcade room, deluxe hotel accommodations,
sauna, arid gift shop. Well, they had a funny way of distinguishing the bath-
rooms for the genders: "Buckaroo" and "Buccaneer." I don't think anyone
went to the bathroom all week. I know I went while in the "authentic" indoor
heated pool. And there are other reasons why I dislike the Wetlands: A
bouncer once broke a stall door down, scaring the bejeezus out of my friend
who was taking a shit (the bouncer smelled something and thought it was
. drugs. What type of drugs smells like recycled White Castle???); Because of
the terrible set up, you can either see the band and stand perfectly squished
or miss the band but dance in the basement where there's space; And I think
this squishiness and unbearable crowd-induced heat is caused by a) not
adhering to Fire Laws. and stuffing in as many people like so many sardines
in a tin and b) ignoring the pleas of the dying and not turning on any venti-
lation system. But the main reason why I dislike the Wetlands really is not
the Wetlands fault at all. It is the fault of these mean chicks .... I now bring
you back a year... to the November of 1996. When the leaves were falling,
winter fast approaching, and Ska shows vastly abundant...
I was at the Wetlands to see Toots & The Mayt.als and Hepcat. This was
a really neat show because a lot ofhippi.es showed up. Now, of course this is
the \Vetlands - a New York hippie mecca - but the hippies truly repre-
-scritcd this night in barefoot and beaded necklace longhaired glory. This is
of course because of Toots. See. many people don't realize that rudeboys and
hippies have sorne-t hing very important in common - reggae. Find me a hip-
pie that doesn't listen to Bob Marlev and I'll find you a vegan that doesn't
look disgustingly pastv, So you had Mr. 1'n1 A Rudeboy Even Though There
and their latest hit uComin' Back".
They bounce around stage' amidst
the. strobing and sweeping lights,
jumping from keyboards to synthe-
sizers, occasionally grabbing the
instruments and energetically
pounding the music out of them,
clearly projecting their enthusiasm
for what they do.
! ----
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Jim: Forget it· man, amazing sup-
port. I used to rehearse in my bed-
room in the projects. I'd have guys'
come in, and, we'd jam in my bed-
room. I come from a really musical, -......---.--:> ..
background. My father played with
Ellington Basia. And he never ever
hindered me whatsoever. 1 went to
school for music. It's in my blood. My
dad didn't particularly ca!"e for the
type of music I was playing, but my
dad's an all-hipster, a jazzer. He
never said, "Don't do it!" He dug it. I
warlted to learn how to play trumpet, .
I got a trumpet, I wanted to .play a
piano, and I got one. I got my first
drum kit when I was four. Total sup-
port from my parents. Never ever,
ever "You should have gone to college
to become a lawyer". This is better
than some bullshit job and be miser-
able making a $100,000 year, sitting
behind a desk with a tie on.
David: Are you working on any new
projects nc;..w? What lies ahead in
1998 for you?
you?
Jim: We're gonna be touring. We
leave to go on tour tonight. Touring
for the next month. Then we're com-
ing home and we're probably going to
be going-to Europe sometime in,the
winter. We're going to be probably
hitting the studio in the summer of
next. year for the next record. This
record, like I said when it first came
out, it didn't really get the push it
deserved, so BMG is really pushing it
now. So now, we're starting to tour
the record, even though it's been out
for a year. And just see what happens
on the next, record, The next record's.
coming froma .totally different angle
because Maximum Penalty's
always flipped a style. We don't want
to be boring. We want to change it up
on every record. That's a big empha-
sis on our music. We're always exper-
imenting with new things. You can
tell it's us. We have a certain charis-
ma ifyou will about eur music. We're
trying to do things on a more melod-
ic theme. Just be ourselves and just
be what we are. If you're a hip-hop
kid and you dig our shit, beautiful. If
you're a rich kid from the Upper
West Side down with Depeche
Mode...
David: When you first started out,
did your family come out to support
Jim: I like the Deftones CD. It's
really good. New Gangata. I just
bought a John Coltrain Live at .
Newport Jazz Festival 1962. 'That's
fuckin' amazing. 1 bought a new
Ornette Coleman CD, some old
shit. I'm really into fusion. I'd have
to say; probably my favorite CD
right now is my Intres
Mohammed CD. It's a record called
"Pourer of the Soul." It's fuckin'
amazing man. It's got like Grover
Washington on it. Like' Bob
James, the guy who did the Tax
theme. It's like' some real experi-
mental shit. And here are some guys
in the 6-o's and they took it to the
next level. They took bee bop to the
next level. You can feel the vibe,
when you're listening to the CD, it's
in there. It just hits me right there.
Spiritually, I can chill out and med-
itate to the jam.
Jim: Wow, you sure you got a long
enough tape? Our songs are 'ust
true to life. I mean, we're not tough
guys. Never underestimate the
other man. We did' a song called
"Among Friends," about a guy who
has AIDS. His friends just neglect
him; they don't want to touch him.
Stuff that's affected me in my life.
"Ouerdue" is about oppression.
What's going on with the. Catholics
and the Protestants and Ireland.
And with the Palestinians and Jews
in the Middle East. Just things that
affect everybody, you know. We don't
write about kickin' ass and all of
that bullshit because it's clique and
everyone does it.• It's boring, We
write about things that affect us
and affect everybody. Political, spir-
itual, love. Everybody's affected by
love in one way in a strange form or
another with a dog, your girl, your
mom or your dad. I just write about
what happens in my life. I give
100% to my music. If you can relate,
beautiful. If not, I'm sorry. I'm sure
everyone can feel some kind of
minute connection to one of our
songs because we come from all dif-
ferent angles.
~David: .What do some of the songs
from your album mean?
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David: Have you ever met any
famous musicians before?
Jim: Yeah, we played some shows
with Soulfly, the guys from
Sepultra are full of shit, Fear
Factory, Bad Brains, Cromax.
We've done shows with a lot of the
older bands. Shear Terror,
Murphy's Law. The guys from
Pantera are dicks. Rock stars.
r
That's the thing that I refuse to lose
focus on. Just come off real cocky. We
did a show with them in Germany
and it wasn't humble. It was like a
regimented fuckin' act. They were
like just going through the motions
and that's not what it's about. The
fans, people who buy your records,
ultimately are the ones who choose
your fate. If they don't like you any-
more, if you come across like an ass-
hole, they're not going to buy your
records. The guys just came off as
real .. r"~ky. And the guys from
Rarnmstefn are like the nicest guys
in the world. Here's a band that sold
.millions of records, have a huge fol-
lowing in Europe and they're the
nicest guys in the world. Guys like
Pantera, they sold some records,
and they're dicks! .It's like you meet
the same motherfuckers on the way
up as you do on the way down. And
one day, you might need me. And I'm
not a vindictive person but a lot of
people are, and you can't forget
where you come from. Becauseif you
shit on those people, one day you're
going to have to calIon them and
they're gonna fuck you just ar hard
as you fucked them. So that's some-
thing that we firmly believe in.
David: What are you listening to
right now this moment?
Jim: Kiss. I was 9 years old at
Madison Square Garden. I saw a
Live Too Tour and Gene Simmons
spit right out of his mouth. And I
fuckin'went ape shit. I went "It was
the coolest fuckin' thing man!"
Besides the shows my dad played,
but the first rock show was Kiss. It
was the coolest fuckin' thing in the
world:
David: What was your first concert
experience?
.Moximum Penalty at Unity Fest'9.8
34
David: What are the worst things
about being in a band?
Jim: The politics. Music has a lot of
politics. Kissing ass, you have to do,
which we don't do. That's why we're
not far along for a twelve-year-old
band as we should be. We refuse to
lose our integrity and kiss some-
body's ass because it's gonna sell
records
David: What are the best things
about being in a band?
Jim': It's very spiritual. Just enjoy it.
Live life to the fullest. Don't hurt
anyone or do bad on this earth.
Basically fucking the next man is not
the way people should be living. I
don't mean to preach or anything. I
like to live my life trying to be as
righteous ~s possible. Not saying
-that I'm the most" righteous person in
the world but I'm not. Just trying to
live by good standards. That's a prob-
lem, especially the younger people in
America -don't live by anymore.
Everyone's just out to get a buck and
not want to work and everyone
wants to get something for nothing.
And that's what Superlife repre-
sents. If you work your ass off in
something you believe in, whether
it'd. be right or wrong,_ then -you're
pretty much bound to get blessings
for it and have a good it. Clique as it
might sound, I believe God helps the
people, if people will help them-
selves. That's what the record is all
about. It's about living in society and
harrnonywith all different races, cul-
tures and creeds. Everyone getting
along together and just living a
Superlife. That's what it represents
to me.
J~: Meeting the people. Playing to
different people. Going to different
countries. When a guy comes up to
you and says "Wow, that song really
made me feel something." We did a
song on the last record called "Tioo
Little Too Late," which was for my
dad that past and a guy came up to
me and said "1 feel it, I can relate."
People come up to you and appreci-
ate you.
.continued from page 28:.
A Mighty Mistake
By Ledan Chen
I recently got hooked up with pre-
view tickets for this new moyie
called The Migh.ty starring Sharon
Stone and Gillian Anderson. This
story of two courageous disabled
children conquering their inner
fears hardly brought tears to my
eyes.. Through true friendship and
understanding they find solace and
trust in each other in a cruel and
demanding world. Freak, played by
Kieran Culkin, graciously lives a
life as a disease stricken individual.
Max, played by ~~Jd~~Henson, is
an oversized, emotionally disturbed
giant whose father murders his
mother. Talk about your average
family feuds!!
So "why" you ask was the experi-
ence a "Mighty Mistakes" Well,
aside from the lack of drama and
real emotions acting, it was practi-
cally an after school special on chan-
nel 7. This movie barely moved this
critic.
Now for all you Sharon Stone
fans ... well .., it was a total disap-
pointment because she didn't have a
major part. She played 'the guilt-
stricken mother' that she could have
done with her eyes closed nonethe-
less she's given the starring role and
publicity. Though her new haircut is
fabulous.
And for all you X-files fans,
Gillian Anderson was ... well ... it
was also a major letdown because
she played a whore. It's not that she
was bad at playing a whore but
couldn't she have picked a better
part. She must have gotten a thou-
sand movie offers ... why this one?!
This movie is definitely not for the
thrill seekers still hung up on
Scream 2 or Urban Legends. But on
the other hand it's great for all you
inner-spirituality lovers. As for this
critic this movie certainly didn't, .
make my heart go Boom-Diddi-
Boom. Sharon Stone
DON'T MISS THIS SPECTACULAR EVENT
IT'S THE EVENT OF THE SEMESTER
SPONSORED BY TICKER, D-S.S.G.; STUDENT CLUBS AND THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LJ1?E
' ..~ .. ..... '.,.,.





She has her idols & images she follows,
with the numbers she counts on she gave herself a high title.
Her presence is mystical,
naturally alluring,
or the eyes of men see her power as reassuring.
What's her hope for the next lifetime she gropes for?
Grabbing it & clutching it, her apple tree evokes you~ atten-
tion.
Only, right now I mention the Lord,
Yeshua,
creator of man and written sword.
But you,
o follow the miss ifyou must. .
On & on cover her footprints in the dust.
I shake that from my sandals and dine on 4 leaf clovers.
I'm. not listening for rimshots.
The trumpets bring the closure.
The Outstanding WOlnan
This woman's wear ain't Cartier
it's Christ's clothing
[No Jewelry,
but she shines bright (to those uiho're open)
She's amazing blazing bright in perfection
Facing this Satan's night with direction.
Her aim is to save a soul at all costs,
Staying strong in the arm of the Lord.
I'm a Softie-at-Heart
lAnd Jeremiah told the truth
So Brothers get smart and gain a wife like Ruth
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But a wise man listens before he speaks.
Looks before he leaps,
and always plays for keeps.
Should I continue restraining my speech
about the levels I wish 'to reach
What I want to be taught and wanna teach
Concerning the juices of the sweetest peach
I don't feel this for all iohomrimeet
I want to dig in it like apair of cleats
Keep in time with our tribal beats
Her energy is the soul food my heart eats
But I don't want to appear a leech
Erotic dreams of velvet rope and satin sheets
Reaching the very mountain peaks
I hear shrieks, passion leaks, the humidity reeks, bodies in heaps, finally at peace.
-DASUNX
!PSALM OF INflUIR~
I walked into the pitch-dark ally without guidance
I fell deaf to the muteness of the ambience
M)' heart spoke out with its rapid beats
s sweat trickled down my spine in the heat
nd then I saw him, waiting there smiling slyly'
Relieved, I hurried to him and embraced him spontaneously
Only to smell the bitter odor in his breath
TOUCHED
His eyes devoured me with sadistic pleasure
s I pulled away he grabbed me closer
nd he uttered stubbornly, "I want yOU"
~ ~
nd I said naively. "But you have me sweetie, I love you. "
Only then did I understand what he meant
He became a stranger to me then
s the thought of running for mv life crossed my m.ind
Surprisinglv, he read m ...... fear and held me tight from. behind
•
There uasn 't a time to lose he thought
s he sa cagelv peeled a uav m ....... clothes CIS I fought
J,1\' incessant scream uas to no arail
For from Ill .....· ja i! there uas no bail
He h ammcred me dou:n to the ground
IA. ...... ill' na tlcd hi....; tongue into mine and ciolentlv mooed. it around
I ~
lJh t'\('S burnt uith tear
L·; ;,(' orot ru dec! and exploded inside me an d [are me apart
~T ,- • .idc rcc: .n iea r
:: ~ rica out ofpo t n 0 ...... J [(1\' th erv ,': (J pool or' blood









/ )·t ;"~' I"'''·{J~· ... ""'!'r:t'
e' had his Place
The .«u n i s ju.st about to rise hut a/ready he runs a blade on his cheek
iThc COffee is burning, the engme ofa cur lS S!7IO!::Zllg and alreadv he is ta h-
:Ing h t» place t n the traffic
He uould lihc to see someone comins: one! [rc« hun from liis ch oices. but the
one he llL:~t chose gu'cs hun cn oueh to su rrtt:c hut not enough to run (fWO\'
IHe ,"[0\." prisoner of his promise," toall thc,« <cilesrnc n ofth icl: rllp,:·...· uln,
Joblzt:!c h im to lJO back to uorh at the end ofeach night
;.l-li' !:!!()U." th at he has to take iii» plan! Zl1 t hc traffic
;Hc I .....· ,'>'unl tn at 'lClC monh in d, the ort c: ulro d oc-. Nur J • I'll n;()' ::1:-; de ...;ll"<-' .....·
l
ibu t ect» tlic n .'''' '71 '1',1.' Ts'., J L -, • I • ~ L , I ,j J ""
IHe leS atra id 1(; l.n ou liou: tie !S uotr:«: to tini '1 1)11: .: ::,' : c: :' ' 1.1,(: u i: .i:
lrhe [O!) I)/~i!t' ia d der he has tu t'01:1 ~)e::.i,: lu · u'(1(~ ::1 'j't ",:",[
!Hc I"~'(:!" "JI) tiah t t t; h i» (,<{": -Jcin a n d Iii ..... ,)('r':, ITt .... ', ., ", ..... ~.: .• '
I' •
IHi. i~/:(/z£ ........ t n ci: Iii» tou rtcenth ut ntcr t h a t n ) ";C::','" -i«:
I tr r I, 'hot I:. (!I), .... ' t t c' ..... t rctch t t m o-:i: i C:I'£< c: ..... ':....... . )';"
: ..... tf Jf);·) [ n i;
T " 7 r •
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,
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."UNTITLED"
What the world has to offer & What God is demanding
LS






on disk. or via email
-(confuchsia @ hotmail.com)
Got Beef?
C'all the Arts Editor
(212) 802-6800
You have to rush to save hay in Ireland.
You've to seize a'rain break
like a flash of inspiration.
IIf the fodder is not gathered on time
it will be used instead for bedding .
- a pillow for the cattle to lie on.
This poem might not be-other's soul food,
but since I like it
it will cushion my sleep well tonight.
lBadPoe7n
-Kenneth Dale
Over the hum, hum, hum of cycle machines,
over the weekly gossip of working wives,
and through the stitched brick walls -
I knew why you kicked the drier doors like footballs.
It was the play cries ofchildren
hting over the rules in soccer that teased you.
Your mother stood firm as a tree-
ou were not to leave till the laundry was done.
But your sulk defied her.
t was the leaf that fell into adventure.
It could not be washed a-way.
-KENYATTA PIOUS
"UNTITLED"
MIDNIGHT WAS CLAPPING AS I CHATTED WITH THE FUTURE
I WONDERED IF I REALLY LIKE MY FATHER
WONDERING IF MY SISTER WILL MAKE IT OUT OF THIS CATA-
STROPHE
WE CALL WORLD S
REALIZING THAT AS MUCH AS I RESIST I CONTRIBUTE TO THl
ltUMAN DIASPORA- . DY
LISTENING TENTATNELY AS MY OTHER HALF CHEWS CAN.
IN MY
EAR WATCHING AS THE DUSK WHISPERS MY NAME
.REMEMBERING THAT LIFE IS UNCALCULATED
HISS~GAT THE SUN AND KISSING THE RAIN
'lNG HIGH FNES WITH THE CITrS WASTELANDS if':
S~~O FINALLY AWAKEN FROM THE TRAGEDIES OF MY LIFE
WISH(%;DERSTANDING THAT AT TIMES IT JUST CANNOT BE KNOWN
E WATCHING STARS FROM YESTERDAY
00f:;~:;;:'~ :gMANS fACE WITH KISSES AS SHE SLEEPS
'AZED AT MY SURRENDER
-Dermot Hannon
old Child (Free Spi~it)
\
mornlng comes
the rhythm of my day drums
outside the window I tirelessly peek
dogs danced through the street
I walked out of my front gate
the next thing I knew; just a little too late
on the bottom of my shoe
there was dog doo
irony comes in all shapes and sizes
in different drapes and other surprises
one day in red it's dressed
the next it's in purple so perplexed
and when it's here I don't know what else to do
but stare a't the dog doo
on the bottom of my shoe
stellPing in dog doo
though if it weren't for constant irony
from bordom I'd have to flee
one day in; another day out
I'd feel alone and only fluster about
-ledan chen
so for gracious irony
thank it... but rather not so quickly
!for there's still dog doo
on the bottom of my shoe
I HA~ TOLD 'YOL: ~AlD THE (J~VL}' REASOlV I AAl HJTH
SOJIEO_YE ELSE IS BECAL~SEYOr; A..i.YD I DIDf\T>T \VORK D(TT
BECAl-SE \,VE .JeJJ~PED LY THE AIR A.. .:.\-D SI.\![TLT:1;,YEOUSLY
KICKED EA.CH OTHER I_YTHE F.4CE
BL'T ~rHATOTHER REASU_Y ('OeLD THERE BE FOR BELYG
HTITH SOJIEBOD1TELSE~
:1,/ I TO REPE.YT BECAL"SE AYOTHER PERSO~Y.
RECOC",VIZED J,IY POTE1.VTIAL TO PLEASE?
LV TRUTH THERE ARE J,IA2\T REAS01VS I COULD HAVE LEFT YOU ..
YO[; \VHO J.VEVER IVOTICED THE HI1VT OF BRO~VJ.VSHADE IN MY EYES
I AiW WITH SOMEONE ELSE BECAUSE SHE CUSHIONS MY HEAR'T'
NEXT TO HER LIPS
BECAUSE LOVE FLEW INTO MY EARS
THOSE MANY NIGHTS I TRIED TO CALL HOME
D FOUND MYSELF SPEAKING TO HER
I HAVE NO SEMBLANCE OF REMORSE IN MY BODY ABOUT
WHAT HAPPENED BETWEEN YOU AND I
BUT I LOSE YOU WITH WHAT ]'},4 TRYIiVG TO SAY ..
BECAUSE OF THE WOMAN I AM WITH,
EVERY SUN MUST ASK OUR PERMISSION,
HERS AND MINE, TO SET
D WHEN WE DANCE THROUGH THE STREETS,
HAND IN HAND,
I GLOAT FOR I HAVE FOUND MY FUTURE
EVERY MOR.NING WHEN THE ALARM RLNGS
ND I KNOW SHE MUST GO AWAY:
I HOLD HER CLOSER FOR IT IS THEN THAT SHE IS THE WARMEST
FOR I CANNOT IMAGINE BEING AWAY FROM HER
FOR EIGHT MEASLY HOURS A DAY
EVERY NIGHT WHEN I GET HOME, WE STARE AT EACH OTHER
D THEN SHE LIES ON MY BELLY
I FORGET EVERYTHING I HAVE EVER KNOWN
S THE FUTURE TRANSFORMS INTO
THE PRESENT I CONCENTRATE ON THE WARMTH
THA'P SPREADS TO MY TOES
S SHE UNCONSCIOUSLY RUBS MY NAVEL,
I BOARD THE SHIP THAT LEADS ME TO UNENDING TUNNELS
FILLED WITH IMAGES OF HER FACE ,
I LISTEN INTENTLY TO HER BREATHING AS IT TAPS OUT THE ENCODED






assists this season. With a 3-2
The Statesmen Soccer Team record, first year coach, Petar
broke a two game losing Mrkic, has to be .concerned
streak with' a decisive 7-1 win since he has just lost the serv-
over SUNY Purchase. Senior ices of his all-star MF Jerome
Forward Ilya Yermolenko, who Gift. Gift unfortunately tore
hails from Moscow, Russia, ligaments in his knee.
opened the scoring seven min- The team's new issue is how
utes into the game. it will respond to "this misfor-
Yermolenko is tied for the tune for it clearly must step up
national lead in scoring. its performance. The
Forward Alex Babushkin Statesmen resume action on
scored two goals and September 30 against CUNY
Midfielder Yevgenyi rival City College. This is a
Milovanov scored the hat trick home game played at City
with three. College. The team will then
The Statesmen are currently play CSI at Staten Island on
the sixth ranked scoring Saturday October 3 at12:00.
offense team. This is partly The' Statesmen play in both
because they distribute the the CUNY and Hudson Valley
ball fairly well. At least six Soccer Conference. See you at
players rhave two or more - the next garnel!
. - ,.... .~"'-,.,.. - -- -'-"" ....".~
SEPTEMBER 30, 1998
THE SEAS.ON'S AROUND THE CORNER
AND THE BARUCH STATESWOMEN NEED
YOUR~-PARTICIPATION
CONTACT RALPH SIRIANNI
- 7th FLOOR GYM




Baruch player driving to the basket
Photo by Baruch Press
DAY DATE OPPONENT SITE TIME
WED. 30 CCNY HOME 3:30 ~
Sat. Oct. 3 C.S.I Away 12:00
Wed. 7 Pratt Away 2:00
Sun. 11 St. Joseph's Away 2:00
WED. 14 WEBB HOME 4:00
NO'IES:All home games are played at 'City college.
BOLD denotes home games.
ALL PE'OPLE WISHING TO WORK
OUT OR PARTICIPATE IN RECRE-
ATIONAL ACTIVITIES ARE ENCOUR-
































11 :Stress Relief Jam
Caribbean Students Association












Af<E yOU HArrfAN ANT) Pf<OUT)'
r
7)J/) yoU KNOW THAT EARUQH HAS A
HA"'AN (!,LUE""
7)0 YOU WANT TO L£A~ 110£.£ seon HAITfAN QULTUR.£.'
THEN RUN (7)ON7 WALK) TO R.OOH 1416
N~~~'#ff~~~~~~
H~a~
: ::t : : : : : ::t
REMEMBER C'I:.:ST
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FROM 6AM TO 11AM-
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For more information' about thi5 excitin~ event, contact:
Student 5 Call)l
EarIHarewood-StudentLifeOffice. 360PASRm. 1512. ext. 6770
Faculty & Staff Call ~-
Debra RU6h - Per!3onneIOffice, 23rd. Street. ext2740





A five-mile walk in Central Park
Registration and start between
9:30 and 11:30am
S PTEMBER 30, 1998




By Jimmy Lam arid Player
.. Is there a chance for the
Baruch College women's vol-
leyball team to bring home the
CUNY championship title this
year? With great enthusiasm
and pride, coach Jimmy Lam
says, "Yes, as long as they play
at their full potential!" Last
year the women's volleyball.
team came in second place
right behind Hunter College.
In 1995, Baruch College
brought home first place
championships in both the
,CUNY and H udson Valley
tournaments. It is the opinion
of the veteran players that
Baruch's turn to once again be
champion is long past due.
This years team consists of
seven veteran players and six
new comers. Baruch has a
very strong starting line and
an almost equally strong sec-
ond string. Volleyball is a
sport that requires endurance,
skill, teamwork, a true love for
the sport, and On occasion
some luck. However, luck is
one thing that the Baruch
Stateswomen cannot rely on.
Because as they must prove,
they have a strong serving
record, dynamic setters and
power house hitters.
Team captain Carla
Pimentel is an .all around and
dedicated player. She has
made a huge sacrifice by leav-
ing her favorite position as
outside hitter because the
team needed another setter
'~ .""-
this year. When queried, she
humbly remarked that she
wanted to do whatever was team played with a great ded-
going tobenefit the team as a ication agmnslNyack·. . The
whole. Baruch's other start- game was very intense and
ing setter is a new comer who kept all audience members on
has very nimble fingers that the edge of their seat.
suit her position perfectly.· Baruch's Statewomen are
Another notable is Lou Peiling very competitive and have the
who rotates between outside proper makeup to bring home
and middle hitter while turn- at least one championship for
ingany set into a killer spike. _1998. The players would like
Middle hitter Shanika to thank the coaching staff for
Ricketts jumps so high that all their continual dedication to
her spikes go straight down to the players. The turnout has
the floor. Margarita Torres been decent for the games but
graces the net as middle hitter with more student body sup-
and has a powerful serve. port it could be even better,
On Saturday September 'Lastly, though the.team is 3-3,
26th, Rebecca Matos was. the players enjoy the team-
awarded the game ball from work and promise ofgreatness
coach Jimmy Lam for her per- . that awaits. See you all at the
formance in aiding the team next volleyball game and
win against Nyack. Theentire bring your pom-poms.
















" .. .. . .' By The New.YQrkTimes .. - .., ,. " .
DAY DATE OPPONE~ TIME SITE
Sun. 27 Polytech et al 11:00 VCP
Sat. Oct. 3 Old Westbury et al 11:00 Old Westbury
Sun. 11 John Jay et al 11:00 VCP
Sun. 18 CUNYAC 11:00 VCP
NOTE: All volleyball home games are played at Baruch.




IF YOU WISH TO WRITE FOR SPORTS!!
NOTE: All home matches are at VCP (Van Cortlandt Park).
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
---. :..-
DAY DATE OPPONENT SITE TIME
Wed. 30 ," Medgar Evers Home 7:00
Sat. Oct. 3 York Home 1:00
..
Tue. 6 Lehman Away 7:00
Fri. 9 Bard Home 7:00
Sat. 10 CSI Home 12:00
~
Thur. 15 Polytech Away 7:30
